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PREFACE 

The objective of this research was to develop a scientific procedure by 

which the transonic flow wave cancellation problem can be studied mathematically 

and which can be used to predict optimum values of wind tunnel parameters for 

a variable porosity transonic wind tunnel that can be expected to yield minimum 

reflected wave interference on the aerodynamic test model. The significant 

parameters are identified by means of an analysis of thin wall and thick wall 

theory for perforated wall wave cancellation and by a review of past experi

mental work. 

By means of a quasi-linear multiple regression technique, a mathemat

ical model was developed which predicts local model pressure ratios as a 

function of the significant wind tunnel parameters including Mach number and 

wall porosity using experimental data from the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) , Mar shall Space Flight Center (MSF C) , 14-Inch 

Trisonic Wind Tunnel Facility (TWT). Using the same multiple regression 

technique, an empirical model was developed which predicts local model 

pressure ratios as a function of Mach number and distance 'along the model 

using experimental data for a very small model tested in a large wind tunnel 

which can be assumed to have negligible wave interference. 

At any model station, the numerical difference in these physical models 

represents the error due to wave interference. Hence, the total error may be 
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obtained as a function of the significant wind tunnel parameters by integrating 

this difference over the length of the model. This error can be used as an 

index of performance. By this means an algebraic relation is determined which 

can be used to obtain the values of the transonic wind tunnel parameters which 

should be expected to yield minimum wave interference. The method of steepest 

ascent ( descent) is used to determine these optimum values. 

Optimum wall porosity valves have been determined for the Marshall 

Space Flight Center 14-Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel based on existing data. 

Although the data evaluated were measured over a range of wall porosities too 

small to allow firm quantitative conclusions, results of confirmation wind tunnel 

tests based on data from the transonic optimization procedure agree closely 

with the results predicted by the performance index. It is, therefore, reason

able to conclude that the optimization procedure developed does, in fact, pro

vide a useful means to minimize wave interference and, with future refinements 

using statistically designed experiments, should prove to be a powerful tool in 

advancing variable porosity transonic wind tunnel technology. Results obtained 

using this technique can be expected to provide better simulation with less 

experimental testing than previous trial-and-error methods. 
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committee for their steadfast support, encouragement, advice, and friendship: 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem Statement 

The basic principle of utilizing secondary mass flow through a partially 

open wall, by means of some form of auxiliary suction, to achieve useful tran

sonic testing was discovered by Wright and Ward (1) at the NASA Langley 

Research Center (LRC) in 1950, largely by accident, in the course of boundary 

layer removed tests. While the basic technique has been very successful, 

advances have historically been based on trial and error experimental testing 

because of the complexities and limitations of transonic flow theory. No 

comprehensive theory has yet been developed which is capable of guiding the 

development of transonic wind tunnels, and such facilities have generally lagged 

behind work in the subsonic and supersonic speed regimes where a solid theo

retical basis exists. While it is unlikely that a breakthrough can be made in 

transonic flow theory per se, it shall be the objective of this study to determine 

an orderly empirical JH'OCedure by which the transonic flow wave cancellation 

problem can be studied mathematically and which leads to the determination of 

optimum operating parameters for any given modern-day variable porosity 

transonic wind tunnel. 

1 
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Method of Attack 

As a means of developing an insight to the problem, the historical devel

opment and the operating principles of transonic wind tunnels are reviewed, 

with special emphasis on the perforated wall transonic wind tunnel in general 

use at the present time. The significant parameters at work in the process of 

cancelling incident wave systems from test models by proper suction through a 

perforated wall are identified by analyzing the theory for thin and thick walls 

and by reviewing past experimental work. 

Having identified the parameters involved in the wave cancellation 

process, a mathematical model is developed using a quasi-linear multiple 

regression technique which relates conditions existing over a typical model to 

the significant wind tunnel parameters. 

A wave cancellation performance index is determined by comparing the 

mathematical model with an experimental interference-free reference standard 

(small model tested in a large wind tunnel) with the resulting error related to 

the tunnel operating parameters. Then having represented the wave cancellation 

process by a logical mathematical model, a procedure is developed to determine 

the wind tunnel parameters at which the performance index is a minimum and 

hence the optimum wind tunnel configuration which should yield minimum re

flected wave interference. 

To establish the validity of the optimization technique, wind tunnel tests 

can be performed to experimentally confirm the variation of the performance 

index. Having established the validity of the technique, the method can then be 

applied to actual transonic wind tunnel optimization. 
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Explanation of Test Results 

A search of the literature revealed that, in the judgment of the author, 

the best data for use as an interference-free reference standard were those of 

Capone and Coates (2) as discussed in Chapter VI. These data were obtained 

at zero degrees angle of attack for a o. 0062 percent blockage (ratio of model 

cross-sectional area to test section cross-sectional area) 20 degree cone-

cylinder model tested in the LRC 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel. Observed wave 

interference in this study was negligible. A single row of static pressure 

orifices aligned at zero degrees roll angle was used in this investigation, and 

the measured local pressures were nondimensionalized to the typical ratio of 

local static pressure to tunnel stagnation pressure. Data were evaluated at 

Mach numbers of 1. 000, 1. 038, 1. 104, 1. 151, and 1. 208. 

To relate the influence of wall porosity and free stream Mach number, 

existing data from the NASA MSFC TWT were used. The data used were those 

of Simon (MSFC Test TWT-546 unpublished) and of DeHart (3). The model 

was a O. 902 percent blockage (1. 500 inch diameter) 20 degree cone-cylinder 

.·, 
instrumented with static pressure origices in a similar manner as the LRC 

16-foot test model, although the orifice locations were not at the same non-

dimensional (X/D) positions. These data were obtained using a variable poros-

ity transonic test section in which both the wall porosity and wall angle could be 

varied. Data were evaluated at Mach numbers of 1. 00, 1. 05, 1. 10, 1. 15, and 

1. 20. 
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Results of the Study 

By analyzing the theory for perforated wall wave cancellation and review

ing past experimental work, the significant transonic wave cancellation param

eters are identified and formulated into an analytic result for thick walls which 

compares favorably with experimental results. These theoretical results have 

been used to guide the development of a complex mathematical model by which 

the transonic flow wave cancellation problem can be studied mathematically. 

A quasi-linear multiple regression technique has been developed with 

which the behavior of indentified independent variables can be related to a given 

dependent variable. The resulting surface fit can be used to summarize trends 

for a given phenomenon and to seek mathematical information concerning opti

mum values. It also provides a means of predicting similar phenomena. This 

technique has much significance in all fields where processes can be observed 

or for which experimental data exist. 

Using this multiple regression technique, an analytic representation of 

the pressure ratio existing over a 20 degree cone-cylinder model has been 

formulated which is free from wave interference and which can be used as a 

reference for future investigations. In a similar manner a mathematical model 

is developed which describes the pressure ratio of a 20 degree cone-cylinder 

model a~ a function of Mach number, wall porosity, wall angle, and model 

location. By means of these two relations, a performance index has been de

termined which relates the error from the reference value to the significant 

wind tunnel parameters. 
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From the relation for the performance index, optimum values of wall 

porosity have been determined as a function of Mach number for the MSFC TWT 

variable porosity test section for Mach numbers from 1. O to 1. 2 which should 

yield minimum reflected work interference. These results compare favorably 

with the thick wall theory for perforated wall wave cancellation developed and 

with the present tunnel settings which have been determined by trial-and-error 

methods. Further, confirmation tests based on results of the optimization 

technique agree with the predicted performance index which serves to establish 

the validity of the technique. Thus, the basic technique developed appears to 

have considerable usefulness in studying the complex problem of transonic wave 

cancellation and, with future refinements using statistically designed experiments, 

should prove to be a powerful tool in advancing variable porosity transonic wind 

tunnel technology. Results obtained using this technique can be expected to 

provide better simulation with less experimental testing than previous trial-and

error methods. By this means, calibration testing to minimize reflected wave 

interference should be greatly reduced, resulting in large savings of money and 

manpower; better definition of the optimum tunnel configuration should also be 

expected. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL DEVELOPMENT 

General Background 

· A transoni.c wind tunnel is an experimental facility intended to simulate 

the flow over scaled aerodynamic test models that would be experienced by the 

full scale vehicle during free flight through the atmosphere at Mach numbers 

from approximately 0. 5 to 1. 5. 

In transonic flow the difference between the free stream velocity and the 

speed of sound is small compated to the magnitude of either, and the changes 

in these parameters are of comparable magnitude. This is co:ptrasted to sub

sonic flow where the velocity is lower than the sonic speed and where changes 

in Mach number are primarily due to changes in free stream velocity at essen

tially constant sonic speeds, and to supersonic flow where the magnitude of the 

free stream velocity is substantially larger than the local sonic speed with 

changes in Mach number occurring through substantial variations of both param

eters. In the transonic Mach number range, not only do compressibi'lity effects 

become important, compared to lower subsonic Mach number where the flow is 

incompressible, but also the flow at near sonic speeds is extremely complex 

because of the mixed type of flow which may exist with local super sonic flow 

fields contained in subsonic flow regions or local subsonic flow fields embedded 
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in supersonic flow regions. These unusual difficulties affect both the design of 

aircraft and the experimental facilities with which to test them. The complex 

nature of the flow makes it difficult to establish simple transonic theories and, 

consequently, aircraft designers must depend more on experimental wind tunnel 

testing to establish aerodynamic information than in other speed ranges where 

theoretical methods are more useful. 

In the transonic speed range, model-generated shock and expansion wave 

systems are steeply inclined with respect to the model and, under normal cir

cumstances, would be expected to reflect off the tunnel walls at such an angle 

that wave disturbances would be reflected back to the model. The transonic 

wind tunnel must be designed to compensate for these many and complex prob

lems if it is to provide proper free flight aerodynamic simulation. 

Because of the complexity of transonic simulation, the development of 

suitable transonic test techniques has lagged developments in the subsonic and 

supersonic speed regimes where a solid theoretical basis exists. However, 

starting in the late 1940' s, some progress began, and in the 1950' s successful 

development of numerous test facilities was seen. 

Generally, the primary difficulties in the development of a given tran

sonic wind tunnel test technique are: 

1. The establishment of useable test section flow at Mach numbers 

above approximately O. 75 due to the influence of the tunnel boundary layer on 

choking the test section flow. 



2. The elimination of systems of shock waves and expansion waves 

which originate at the model, travel to the tunnel wall, reflect, and impinge 

upon the model causing erroneous data. 

8 

In the first difficulty, the formation of a test section boundary layer 

prohibits the further acceleration of the test media beyond this Mach number by 

limiting the effective area of the test section. This boundary layer may be 

eliminated by removing a portion of the test section flow through slots or holes 

installed in the test section walls, thus allowing acceleration of the test gas to 

Mach 1. O (assuming an area ratio of 1. 0 between the nozzle throat and the test 

section) • Further increase in the removal of gas through the test section walls 

will then produce supersonic Mach numbers in the test section. At near sonic 

and supersonic speeds, the second problem mentioned above, namely the errors 

introduced by reflected wave systems, becomes evident. Again, by removing 

flow through slotted or perforated walls, it is possible to cancel waves at the 

walls by taking advantage of the reflective properties of shock and expansion 

waves from solid surfaces and free jet boundaries as discussed later. However, 

if such a procedure is to be completely successful, a continuous adjustment of 

wall open area ( or, more specifically, wall porosity) must be made through

out the test Mach number range, as discussed in Chapters III and IV. In 

recent years the introduction of the variable porosity wall has allowed con

siderable refinement in wave cancellation capabilities. 
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Transonic Facility Development 

During the development of subsonic wind tunnels it was determined that 

the influence of the test section walls produced changes in the nature of the test 

section flow which significantly influenced experimental measurements; i.e., 

the conditions measured on a fixed model in a tube of flowing air did not corre

spond exactly to the case where the aircraft is moving through the atmosphere. 

Techniques for correcting test data were devised by such investigators as 

Theodor sen ( 4) and Goodman ( 5), and developments in this area still continue, 

for example, the recent work of Pindzola and Lo ( 6). However, the need to 

minimize wall corrections has long been recognized. Goethert ( 7 ) has noted 

that wind tunnel velocity corrections increase with the third power of the 

Prandtl factor ,J 1 - Meer. Thus, the importance of such corrections grew 

with the need for testing at higher velocities. One should note at this point that 

no satisfactory method has yet been derived to correct wind tunnel test results 

for boundary effects at near sonic test conditions ( 8). 

Several investigators, such as Kondo ( 9) and Wieselburger ( 10), have 

noted that it should be possible to minimize or completely eliminate the need 

for wind tunnel velocity corrections by using a ventilated test section wall con

figuration with suitable longitudinal slots. By bleeding air from the test section 

through the slots, the combined influence of the solid wall and the open jets 

could produce a wind tunnel flow which inherently requires no corrections for 

the influence of the test section walls. 

To study this phenomenon, Wright and Ward ( 1) built, at LRC, a small 

12-inch diameter model tunnel having eight longitudinal slots, with a ratio of 
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slot open area to total test section area of 12, 5 percent. Tests indicated that 

velocity corrections did, in fact, become very small with this configuration. 

However, a discovery of even greater importance was noted in the course of 

these tests. The slotted test section configuration greatly relieved the problem 

of test section choking and the attendant limitations on free stream Mach number. 

Thus, it was possible to operate the slotted wall wind tunnel with large model 

blockage to Mach numbers very close to 1. o. Further, the installation of 

additional plenum flow capacity could allow such a facility to be operated at 

supersonic speeds as well. These results, obtained in 1948, were of great 

importance for they represented the first truly successful transonic wind tunnel 

test technique. This development showed that a single wind tunnel could accom

plish useful testing over the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed ranges 

although the slotted-wall configuration has only limited wave cancellation capa

bility, as discussed below. 

Many slotted-wall wind tunnels have been built since this discovery; 

detailed experimental work has shown that they provide reliable data throughout 

the subsonic speed range. However, while the technique is successful in over

coming the problem of boundary layer growth in the test section and does provide 

for the establishment of useful test section flow at transonic Mach numbers, the 

slotted-wall wind tunnel has shown only limited potential for eliminating shock 

wave and expansion wave reflections from the wall. This serious shortcoming 

tends to limit the use of slotted wind tunnels in the super sonic speed range to 

very low supersonic Mach numbers. At the higher supersonic Mach numbers, 
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such facilities tend to have the same limitations as closed solid wall wind 

tunnels ( 7). 

It was shown both theoretically and experimentally by the staff of the 

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory that shock waves could be cancelled satisfac

torily, using a wall fabricated from a porous medium through which test section 

air could be removed, when the shock intensity and wall porosity were properly 

matched ( 11) . However, such walls were not very practical because of mate

rial limitations and because of the difficulty in matching the porosity require

ments to changes in free stream Mach number. 

Later investigations at the Arnold Engineering Development Center 

showed that systems of reflecting shock waves and expansion waves could be 

effectively cancelled at wind tunnel walls if a perforated configuration was used 

( 12 ). This type of installation consists of a large number of small ( normally 

round ) openings in the wall rather than the slots or porous medium in the 

methods previously discussed. Such a configuration can provide a fine grain 

with which to cancel the effects of impinging wave systems. It is mainly this 

type of test technique which is used in present day facilities. This approach 

will be considered in more detail in the next chapter. 

While the perforated-wall wind tunnel concept represented a significant 

advance in transonic testing technique, several investigators, for example, 

Estabrooks ( 12), Chew ( 13), and Felix ( 14), have established that interfer

ence-free pressure distributions in the transonic speed range cannot be produced 

in a transonic wind tunnel employing fixed porosity walls. To provide optimum 

wave cancellation, the wall porosity should increase with increasing free stream 
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Mach number. To meet this need, the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center 

developed a test technique using variable porosity perforated walls for transonic 

wind tunnels ( 14) . The concept is quite simple (see Figure 1) for the system 

implemented in the Marshall Space Flight Center 14-Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel. 

The inner wall nearest the flow is fixed, and the outer wall nearest the plenum 

chamber is continuously movable in the axial direction, thus permitting each 

hole opening, and hence the wall porosity, to vary from zero to the maximum 

value incorporated in the specific wall configuration ( 5. 4 percent for the MSFC 

TWT transonic test section). Subsequently, tunnels employing this concept 

have been developed at the Arnold Engineering Development Center, the Air 

Force Academy, and the Lockheed-Georgia Company. Also, a high Reynolds 

Number Wind Tunnel with variable porosity walls has been developed at the 

Marshall Space Flight Center. This variable porosity concept has proved most 

effective in minimizing reflected wave interference. However, the procedure 

for optimizing the walls has proved to be exceedingly difficult using largely 

trial-and-error procedures. 

Present State-of-the-Art 

Slotted-wall wind tunnels continue to be used by many in the field pri

marily in the subsonic speed range where they have been shown to provide 

reliable data. However, such facilities have only limited capability for can

celling wave reflections, and this shortcoming tends to limit their usefulness 

in the transonic speed range to very low supersonic Mach numbers. 
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Most modern day transonic wind tunnels employ the perforated wall con

cept. This type of tunnel has been found to be considerably more effective in 

the cancellation of model induced waves at the test section walls than longitu

dional slotted tunnels, and thus it is preferred where testing at Mach numbers 

larger than one is desired. However, such facilities are more limited at sub

sonic Mach numbers where flow distortions from the conditions which would 

exist in free flight are more severe than for slotted tunnels ( 7 ) . Generally 

speaking, subsonic testing in longitudional slotted-wall wind tunnels is superior 

to testing in perforated-wall wind tunnels. For economic reasons and for 

mechanical simplicity, it has been standard practice to use single fixed porosity 

walls in perforated wall facilities. Where the perforations are incorporated 

normal to the flow, the usual wall porosity selected is about 22 percent. How

ever, many tunnels use holes inclined to the flow because of the inherent advan

tages discussed in the next chapter. Such facilities usually employ walls with 

about 6 to 8 percent open area for holes inclined at 60 degrees. If the model 

size is kept small with respect to the tunnel size, it is usually assumed that the 

effects of reflected wave interference are negligible. Such an assumption is 

usually reasonabie if the model blockage is 1 percent or less, although such 

difficulties are compounded in the critical Mach number range from approxi

mately 1. 0 to 1. 25 ( 15 ) • 

The most recent extension of the state-of-the-art in transonic wind 

tunnel testing has been through the use of variable porosity perforated walls. 

Evaluation tests have indicated that the use of such walls greatly improves the 

ability to produce reasonably accurate data throughout the transonic Mach 
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number range, especially in the critical Mach number range from 1. O to 1. 25. 

Further, such a facility has much flexibility in adjusting to radically different 

model shapes. 



CHAPTER III 

PERFORATED WALL TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL CONCEPT 

Introduction 

In supersonic flow, wind tunnel models produce shock and expansion 

waves, which in general travel to the test section wall, reflect from this bound

ary and return toward the model. Unless the model is small with respect to the 

tunnel size, or unless the Mach number is sufficiently large that the wave angle 

allows the wave to pass aft of the model, the reflected wall will impinge upon 

the model and induce disturbances which invalidate the simulation of the free

flight condition. 

Wave Reflection 

As shown in Figure 2, waves are reflected from solid boundaries with 

the same sign and intensity as the original wave. That is, shock waves reflect 

as shock waves and expansion waves reflect as expansion waves, since the flow 

direction must be maintained parallel to the wall. However, waves reflect from 

a free boundary with opposite sign but equal intensity due to the requirement 

that static pressure must be constant along the free boundary. Then, in this 

case shock waves reflect from the free boundary as expansion waves and expan

sion waves reflect as shock waves. 
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Figure 2. Wave Reflections From Solid and Free Jet Boundaries. 

Thus, since solid and free jet boundaries result in wave reflections 

having opposite characteristics, it is possible to eliminate wave reflection from 

wind tunnel walls if a proper balance of open and solid wall area can be utilized. 
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In this report, the ratio of open area of the wall to total wall area will be termed 

"wall porosity, " where open area is calculated on the basis of the total hole area 

measured perpendicular to the axis of the hole. 

Perforated Wall Concept 

In the perforated-wall wind tunnel, the wall porosity is achieved by 

drilling a great number of holes, normally circular, in the wall to achieve a 

fine grain cancellation effect. These holes are usually arranged in a symmet

rical pattern; often taper strips are used in the upstream portion of the test 

section to prevent abrupt changes in porosity. 

A typical perforated-wall test section configuration is shown in Figure 

3. Flow normally enters the test section from a sonic ( area ratio 1. O) nozzle, 

although testing with converging-diverging nozzles is also possible. Suction is 

applied to the plenum chamber by exhausters, vacuum storage, or ejector 

pumping by the main stream flow. Initially, the effect of this plenum suction is 

to bleed off or remove the tunnel wall boundary layer. The resulting increase 

in stream tube area allows the test section flow to be accelerated above the 

normal choking Mach number to Mach 1. O. Further flow removal through the 

perforated wall will produce supersonic Mach numbers. Also the flow through 

the partially open wall produces a free jet boundary which may be used to cancel 

waves. 
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Model Size Criteria 

It is obvious that both the shape and the size of wind tunnel models being 

tested influence the wall cancellation properties of the given test section wall. 

The shape of the model affects not only the strength of the waves and hence the 

amount of flow which must cross the wall to the plenum chamber to cancel the 

waves but also the type of mixed wave system present. Two-dimensional con-

figurations have different criterion than do axisymmetric configurations or 

three-dimensional models. The elimination of wave systems is particularly 

difficult for models having sharp corners, such as cone-cylinders where a 

centered expansion fan is produced. In general, gradual changes in model 
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shape can be expected to produce less difficult cancellation problems, although 

perfect cancellation is possible only in the simplest of models. 

Davis and Graham ( 15) investigated cone-cylinders of o. 9, 1. 5, 2, 9, 

4, 4, and 5. 9 percent tunnel blockage at zero angle of attack. These results 

indicate that serious wall interference occurs at blockages larger than approx

imately two percent. However, as shown by Davis and Graham ( 16 ) , interfer

ence is less severe for models with more gradual transition of shape, such as 

the AGARD B winged ogive-cylinder model. 

Wave Reflection From Partially Open Walls 

Typical shock wave reflections from partially open walls are indicated 

in Figure 4. When the plenum flow passes through the test section wall a 

pressure drop is produced across the wall. If the pressure drop across the 

wall is exactly equal to the rise in pressure across the oblique shock waves, 

then the primary shock wave will not be reflected ( 7). On the other hand, if 

the wall porosity is less than the no-reflection case, a shock wave will be par

tially reflected since the mass flow through the wall will be too low to align the 

flow parallel to the wall. A pressure adjustment in the form of a shock wave is 

then required. Alternatively, if the porosity is too large, an expansion wave 

w:iJl be partially reflected since the mass flow through the wall will be too high, 

and the corresponding pressure adjustment requires an expansion process. 
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Figure 4. Wave Reflection From Partially Open Walls. 

Wave Cancellation 

The foregoing arguments concerning shock reflection for partially open 

walls are based on considerations at relatively large distances downstream of 

the shock wave. Considering the process near the wall, if the incident wave 

strikes a portion of the wall which is effectively solid, it will be reflected in like 

sense, as discussed in Chapter III. Should the incident wave strike an effectively 

open element of the wall, it will be reflected in opposite sense; i.e., a shock 

wave will reflect as an expansion wave and vice versa. In general, pressure 

equilibrium will not be achieved immediately, and a system of expansion and 

shock waves are produced which tend to cancel each other near the wall. The 

distance from the wall within which this decay occurs depends upon how fine 

grain a wall is incorporated and, hence, upon the size of the perforated holes. 

This process is indicated in Figure 5 for points close to the wall. As the 

secondary plenum flow passes through the perforated wall, expansion waves 

form at the leading edges of the holes, and shock waves form at the trailing 

edges. The interaction of the expansion and shock wave systems from the wall 
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Figure 5. Wave Process Near the Wall. 

holes causes them to cancel each other, so that hopefully the wave system 

gradually disappears near the surface of the wall. In addition the interaction of 

the incident wave with the wave system emanating from the holes, which even-

tually overtakes the reflected wave, should cause the gradual weakening of the 

reflected wave to near zero strength for properly configured walls, as shown in 

Figure 5. 

Gardener ( 17) investigated the decay of flow disturbances for various 

perforated walls. Figure 6 shows results for Mach 1. 20 which indicate that 

appreciable local Mach number disturbances ( and hence static pressure dis-

turbances) occur near the wall for straight holes. Initially, the disturbances 

decay very rapidly, and at a distance of approximately 24 hole diameters, 

reach a constant value. The Mach number variation gradually loses intensity 

as the distance from the wall increases, so that at a distance of approximately 
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9 to 14 hole diameters, depending on wall angle, the Mach number variation 

falls to ± 0. 005. Results at lower Mach numbers indicate less severe disturb

ances. Tests using walls with 60 degree inclined holes indicated similar results. 

Then the flow near the wall is highly nonuniform, but this nonuniformity 

disappears with increasing distance from the wall. The effective thickness of 

this nonuniform flow region hear the wall should be proportional to the diameter 

of the wall openings such that a fine-grain configuration using many small holes 

should be superior to a coarse-grain design having fewer and larger holes. Of 

course, the design of the test section must be such that the nonuniform layer 

does not reach the model. 

Influence of Inclined Holes on Wave Reflection 

A typical partially reflected wave system emanating from a cone-cylinder 

model is shown in Figur_e 7. Successful testing of such a model requires the 

cancellation of both shock and expansion waves at the wall. As will be shown in 

Chapter IV, an ideal perforated wall is capable, within the limitations of linear 

theory for thin walls, of eliminating reflections of both shock and expansion 

waves provided the flow inclination is small and pressure-drops for both the 

waves and the wall are linear. In order to eliminate both shock and expansion 

waves for thin walls with two-dimensional models, it is necessary for a wall to 

have the same pressure-drop characteristics for 'both inflow to the test section 

and outflow from it. In real flow, conventional straight-hole perforated walls 

do not process linear wall-pressure drop characteristics having the same slope 

for both inflow and outflow primarily due to test section boundary layer effects. 
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However, as indicated in Figure 8, it is possible to devise walls with a more or 

less equal pressure drop for both inflow and outflow. As shown by Chew ( 13), 

when holes were inclined at angles of O ( straight holes), 30, 45, and 60 degrees, 

respectively, to the wall, the resistance to outflow was considerably reduced as 

the angle of the holes is inclined in the direction of the flow. In addition, as 

shown in Figure 8, at wall porosities of both 6 and 12 percent, a steeper slope 

is observed for 60 degree inclined holes in the negative flow or inflow region 

yielding a more linear wall characteristic when compared with the irregular 

curve produced by straight holes in the inflow region. 

The basic principle of the inclined hole is illustrated in Figure 9. A 

differential resistance is developed by virtue of the fact that, for outflow regions, 

the flow has an easy path with minimum turning into the plenum chamber; where-

as, in regions of inflow to the test section the flow must turn through an angle 
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greater than 90 degrees and overcome a significant component of the dynamic 

pressure of the main stream flow. 

Walls incorporating inclined holes match more closely the required 

characteristics for cancelling simultaneously both shock and expansion waves. 
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Not only is the wall-pressure drop more nearly linear but also the resistance to 

inflow back to the test section helps to maintain a constant test section Mach 

number throughout the length of the test section. However, such a wall can at 

best only approach the complete elimination of complex wave systems, and 

suitable design compromises have to be reached. 

Effect of Wall Thickness 

As shown in Figure 10, a somewhat different flow pattern should be 

expected through thin perforated walls as compared with thick walls. When a 

perforated wall is thin compared with the diameter of the wall openings, a 

pressure drop is produced which, as shown in Figure 11, is reasonably linear 
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and larger in magnitude than for thicker walls. However, as shown in Figure 

10, when the walls are thick when compared with the hole diameter, the flow 
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pattern is modified since the lengthened hole tends to guide the flow similar to 

a channel. In this case, the individual channels or holes may act as diffusers 
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such that the pressure drop across the wall would be reduced. Then, in general, 

one expects thin walls to behave more linearly and, thus, to be more capable of 

eliminating reflected waves. The boundary condition for perfect wave cancel-

lation with thin walls is determined by the pressure-matching condition dis-

cussed under the heading "Model Size Criteria" with the flow angle behind the 

reflected wave unspecified. However, for thick walls, the boundary condition 

is fixed by the angle of the holes with respect to the flow, which is coincident 

with the flow angle behind the reflected wave, since it is assumed that the flow 



is perfectly guided through the holes and no pressure-matching constraint is 

required. 
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The data shown in Figure 11 are for a Mach number of 1. 175. However, 

similar results were obtained by Chew ( 18) at both higher and lower Mach 

numbers including the subsonic range. The walls used to obtain these data 

incorporated common % inch diameter holes. The problem of hole diameter 

per se will now be discussed. 

Hole Size Requirements 

As previously discussed, the requirement that the system of waves 

generated by the edges of the hole openings be cancelled before reaching the 

model generally results in a fine-grain configuration. That is, for a constant 

wall porosity, the use of more holes of small diameter should achieve cancel

lation of the waves nearer the wall. 

The desirability of the fine-grain wall configuration, however, conflicts 

with the need previously discussed for thin (linear) walls, since, other things 

being equal, fine-grain walls tend to behave as thick walls. Further, structural 

requirements dictate to some degree the basic wall thickness, particularly in 

variable porosity tunnels. Based on data such as those shown in Figure 11, 

most tunnel designers have concluded that the wall thickness should not be 

greater than the diameter of the perforated hole opening (however, most var

iable porosity designs can only approach this goal because of stress constraints). 

Chew ( 18) investigated a series of walls having holes with different diameters, 

but with the ratio of hole diameter to wall thickness being constant. As shown 
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in Figure 12, for a hole diameter/plate thickness ratio of 1. O, the walls exhib

ited more linear characteristics as hole diameter increased. Although, those 

data were obtained at Mach 1. 10, similar results were obtained throughout the 

transonic range. However, it is noted that these results can be greatly influ

enced by the test section boundary layer, as discussed in the next section. 

Boundary Layer Influence on Wave Reflection 

In real flow it is difficult to achieve linear wall characteristics having 

the same slope for both inflow and outflow, as required for the elimination of 

wave reflections. This difficulty is due primarily to the bounda,ry layer devel

oped along the test section. Furthermore, the initial impingement of the pri

mary wave occurs at the edge of the boundary layer rather than at the wall. 

Thus, a more complex disturbance region of shock wave boundary layer inter

action can occur than has been postulated thus far. However, if the boundary 

layer is thinned sufficiently by plenum suction and by sufficient wall angle 

change ( to be discussed later), the influence of the boundary layer can be 

practically eliminated so that wave reflection can be insignificant, provided 

the other considerations discussed are properly accounted for. Chew ( 19) 

investigated pressure drop across perforated walls as a function of boundary 

layer displacement thickness. Figure 13 shows the measured relationship at 

Mach 1. 20 for 1/s inch diameter holes and a 1/s inch thick wall. These results 

indicate that when the boundary layer thickness is larger than the diameter of 

the holes, the walls characteristics become nonlinear, and, hence, wave 

reflection for complex wave systems should be expected. Then, for effective 
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cancellation of waves impinging on perforated walls, the boundary layer must 

be kept thin. 
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Wall Convergence and Divergence 

There are two means of reducing the boundary layer thickness along 

perforated transonic wind tunnel walls; plenum suction through the wall and 

modification of the wall angle. While it is necessary to keep the wall boundary 

layer displacement thickness thin along the length of the test section, experience 

has shown that thinning entirely by plenum suction can introduce disturbances. 

To augment this process, two-dimensional tunnels usually employ variable 

angle walls capable of either converging or diverging slightly from the par-

allel position. Assuming that the pressure in the plenum chamber is constant, 
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the boundary layer thickness tends to grow along the length of parallel walls. 

As the boundary layer grows, the effective stream tube grows smaller so that, 

for supersonic free stream Mach numbers, the Mach number decreases and the 

static pressure rises. This condition causes a larger differential pressure 

across the wall and, hence, more mass flow through the wall, which tends to 

thin the boundary layer as desired. However, alternately the walls may be 

converged slightly, which also reduces the effective steam tube size, such that 

the net effect is to thin the boundary layer by a similar process as previously 

noted. This converged wall procedure has been found to be especially effective 

in eliminating reflections of expansion waves. 

Again a trade-off is required, for often walls which are too converged 

for complete shock wave cancellation are not converged enough for complete 

expansion wave cancellation and no perfect solution can then be found. Hence, 

the ability to converge and diverge test section walls is extremely important 

when model configurations require the elimination of both compression and 

expansion waves ( as in most cases). 

Summary Remarks 

For realistic models, the best one can hope for is to arrive at a suit

able compromise which can satisfactorily minimize wave reflections from the 

test section walls. Then the transonic perforated-wall wind tunnel is really a 

trade-off of factors, such as Mach number, wall porosity, flow angle, linear 

wall characteristics, fine grain cancellation, boundary layer thickness, wall 

angle, etc. In truth, each new model of different size, shape, or angle-of-
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attack requirement represents a new problem, and probably some new com

bination of tunnel parameters is required for minimum interference. It is for 

this reason that the variable porosity test section wall, which shall be ultimately 

treated, represents such a versatile tool since it can be optimized for any con

figuration. 



CHAPTER IV 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSONIC 

PERFORATED-WALL WAVE CANCELLATION PROBLEM 

Introduction 

To minimize reflected wave interference, a criterion of judgment must 

be determined which is capable of measuring the error introduced over the 

length of the model by the reflected wave process. That is, a performance 

index may be defined as a function of the important parameters at work in the 

wave cancellation process which can be used to determine the optimum wind 

tunnel configuration for any given test condition. A study of the theory of wave 

cancellation can be expected to yield an insight to this problem and to provide 

a guide to the basic flow mechanisms involved. Results of such a study, to

gether with the experimentally determined relationships discussed in Chapter 

III, should provide a reasonably comprehensive basis for the development of a 

model relationship capable of describing the essential features of the wave

reflection, partial-reflection, wave-cancellation process as it influences wave 

interference on wind tunnel models. Such a model relationship of this process 

would be estremely valuable in providing a basic understanding of the physical 

nature of the process and the importance of the many variables at work, and a 
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means of minimizing wave disturbances on models by the proper selection of 

the wind tunnel configuration. 

Then as a means of better understanding this problem, the theory of 

wave cancellation for perforated transonic wind tunnel walls will now be 

considered. The analysis will treat only those conditions somewhat down-

stream of the point of wave impingement on the test section wall where the 

initial imbalance of the wave has been eliminated by the formation of a system 

of interacting secondary waves originating at the wall perforations, as previously 

discussed. The need for linear wall characteristics and the means for achieving 

them are shown in Chapter III. 

Linear Theory of Wave Cancellation for Thin Walls 

Where entropy changes are neglected and the compressibility equations 

are linearized, Goethert ( 7), assuming that traverse slots behave similarly to 

perforated holes, has shown the following relationship between pressure changes 

behind the wave and behind the perforated wall for supersonic flow passing the 

wall at small oblique angles: 

(IV-1) 

The physical relationship of this situation is indicated in Figure 14, and one 

notes the following limitations in the application of equation (IV-1): 

1. Walls must be thin with respect to perforated hole size. 

2. Incident wave must be relatively weak with small turning angles. 
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Figure 14. Wave System Model for the No-Reflection Case with Straight Hples. 

3. Free stream flow limited to the low supersonic speed range, so that 

flow is very nearly isentropic and follows the linearized Prandtl-Glauert theory. 

4. The region of interest must be located a reasonable distance behind 

the point of impingement of the incident wave on the wall, and must be located 

outside the region of the shock-expansion wave interaction near the wall. 

5. The factor Kin equation (IV-1) tends to go to infinity at Mach 

numbers approaching 1. O. In actual flow, K maintains some finite value. 

Further, Goethert ( 7) notes the following condition for no reflection 

from the wall: 

= 
~p 

wave 

which is based on the physical criteria discussed in Chapter III. 

(IV-2) 
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Assuming weak incident waves where Mm sin (3 is only slightly greater 

than unity, the linearized equation denoting pressure changes for weak shock 

and expansion waves is given by the following approximate relationship which 

uses only the first term in the solution for weak waves obtained in Reference 20: 

P1 pro == yMoo2 

Pco .JMco - 1 
(IV-3) 

Assuming that M1 is approximately equal to Meo ( weak waves), equation ( IV-3) 

becomes, 

( IV-4) 

Dividing the numerator and denominator of the left side of equation 

( IV -4) by P co yields 

1 = 

The pressure coefficient across the wave is defined by 

c 
p 

= = 
pl - pco 2 (p 

q = yM 2 pl 
co co co 

( IV-5) 

( IV-6) 

With the assumption that M 1 

into equation ( IV-6) to obtain 

= M , equation (IV-5) is substituted co 

LiP 2® 
wave 1 

= ;::=.~= 

qco JM 2 - 1 
1 

(IV-7) 
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By setting equation ( IV-1) equal to equation ( IV-7), as specified by 

equation (IV-2), the following results: 

,jM 2 
1 

2 

which when simplified yields 

W = o. 50 
p 

e 
J. = 

2@ 
1 

JM 2 
1 

( IV-8) 
- 1 

( IV-9) 

Thus, the wall porosity obtained from linearized theory, which is 

necessary to provide complete wave cancellation for thin walls, is 50 percent 

open area. Further, this result obtained for idealized walls is independent of 

Mach number, pressure, and the angle of flow deflection across the wave, and 

hence the wave intensity. In fact, this solution indicates that the wall porosity 

for a perforated wall should be 50 percent for all conditions independent of all 

parameters. Of course, such a characteristic is highly desired in that one wall 

geometry should be capable of meeting the test requirements for all models, 

Mach numbers, and flow conditions. 

However, wind tunnel designers have long used wall porosities of 

approximately 22 percent for straight-hole test section walls and approximately 

6 percent for inclined-hole configurations, since they have been shown to exhibit 

superior cancellation characteristics relative to walls of 50 percent porosity as 

predicted by the linear theory. Figure 15 compares linear thin wall theory with 

the most desirable wall porosity for a 20 degree cone-cylinder model determined 

by trial-and-error experiments for the MSFC 14-Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel 
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Figure 15. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Optimum Wall 
Porosity Determinations for Straight Holes, y = 1. 4. 

variable porosity walls ( 3). As shown in Figure 15, it is clear that the linear 

theory for thin walls fails to correlate with the experimental data for real walls. 

It should be noted at this point that the TWT test section walls had a maximum 

porosity of 5. 4 percent. This is why the experimentally determined curve 
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becomes flat ( fully open holes) at Mach number 1. 2. Although this thin wall 

theory does establish useful trends and denotes the importance of the wall 

porosity parameter, this approach fails to properly account for known real flow 

conditions. There are two possible sources of error: ( 1) The approximate 

relationship for pressure changes across waves [ equation ( IV-3)] and ( 2) the 

· K factor in equation ( IV -1) • Each potential problem area will be investigated 

separately. 

Theory of Wave Cancellation for Thin Walls Using Exact Form of 

Shock Wave Relationship 

The solution previously developed for thin walls used an approximate 

relationship [ equation ( IV-3) for pressure changes across waves] • An attempt 

to improve the theoretical relationship by considering an exact expression for 

pressure change across a shock wave will now be treated. 

From NACA Report 1135 ( 20), the exact solution for conditions across 

a shock wave is given by 

qa, ( y + 1) M 2 
1 

(IV-10) 

An analysis similar to that given in the previous section results in the 

following relationship for the wall porosity: 

w 
p 

= 11 + [4(M}sin
2p -

2
1)]· [(Mro 2 

_ 1) %] i- 1 

( y + 1) M 2@1 ro I 

(IV-11) 
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Equation ( IV-11) specifies the wall porosity for perfect cancellation in 

terms of the free stream Mach number, the shock wave angle, and the flow 

deflection angle across the oblique shock wave. The wave angle and the flow 

deflection angle in turn are a function of the model shape under investigation in 

the given test and the free stream Mach number. 

To assess the validity of equation ( IV-11), one can evaluate this re

lation for a 20 degree cone-cylinder and again compare the results with exper

imental measurements from Reference 3. Shown in Table I are the wave angle, 

flow deflection angle, and the Mach number behind the oblique shock, as well as 

the evaluation of equations (IV-7) and ( IV-10) for a range of Mach numbers 

from 1. 1159 ( the lowest free stream Mach number at which the flow over the 

surface of the cone is supersonic) to 1. 50. The cone-cylinder flow parameter 

results in Table I were determined by the method of characteristic in Refer

ences 15 and 21. 

Using the values in Table I, the wall porosity as given by equation 

( IV -11) was calculated as shown in Figure 15. These thin wall analytical 

results indicate the general trend of increasing wall porosity with Mach number 

for perfect wave cancellation that is exhibited by the experimental data. How

ever, the quantitative values tend to agree with the theoretical results obtained 

from equation (IV-9) and approach a wall porosity of 50 percent at the higher 

Mach numbers, as would be suspected for this type of analysis. Therefore, 

since solutions using approximate and exact results for conditions across a 

shock wave yield similar results for the wave cancellation relationship, the 
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lack of agreement with experimental data for known real wall conditions must 

be involved in the K factor of equation ( IV-1) , which will be considered next. 

TABLE I 

FLOW PARAMETERS FOR A 20 DEGREE CONE-CYLlNDER AT ZERO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK 

AP AP % Error wave wave 
qa) qa) of 

{3 ® 
1 Equation Equation Equation 

M ( degrees) ( radians) Ml (IV-7) (IV-10) {IV-7) a) 

1.1159 65.259 0.008519 1.0908 0.03441 o. 03631 5.241 

1.115 61.683 0.008599 1. 1273 o. 03028 0.03142 3. 619 

1. 20 57.489 0.008990 1. 1787 o. 02711 0.02782 2,578 

1. 30 51. 163 0.010210 1. 2784 0.02458 0.02504 1.825 

1. 50 42,669 0.013648 1. 4734 o. 02441 0.02487 1. 817 

Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical K Values 

Goethert ( 7) notes that equation ( IV-1) has increasingly large error H 

as Mach numbers near 1. o are approached, since for linearized flow as l\Iach 

numbers approach 1. o, the K factor tends to go to infinity. Of course, in real 

flow the K factor maintains a finite value. Thus, since as shown by equation 

(IV-1), 

K = 
.JM 2 

1 

2 (I\'-12) 



then the wall porosity must be reduced as Mach numbers near 1. Oare ap

proached in order for K to maintain a finite value. This trend follows that 

exhibited by the experimental data shown in Figure 15. 
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To obtain a more quantitative evaluation of this relationship, values of 

K were calculated from equation ( IV-12) and compared with values determined 

from the experimental data of Chew ( 18) for 22. 5 percent open area 1/i6-inch 

diameter normal holes with the following results: 

Mach Number 

1. 0 

1. 10 

1.175 

K ( Experiment) 

5.60 

6.33 

10. 59 

~V-12 

co 

15.03 

11. 16 

It is clear that K maintains a finite value at Mach numbers near 1. O and 

that the trend of the experimentally determined K values decreases as Mach 1. 0 

is approached. This trend is opposite that indicated by equation ( IV-12) . As 

Mach number increases, the error between the experimental and theoretical 

results decreases such that reasonable agreement between theory and experi

ment is exhibited at Mach number 1. 175, apparently indicating that this 

expression is useful at higher transonic Mach numbers. 

Then it must be concluded that the K factor in equation ( IV-1) does not 

accurately represent the physical situation except at the higher transonic Mach 

numbers and that the thin wall theory is not useful in the critical low transonic 
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speed range. Therefore, a thick wall representation of the wave cancellation 

flow phenonemon will now be considered. 

Theory of Wave Cancellation for Thick Walls 

Postulating a perfectly guided thick wall flow cancellation model as 

shown in Figure 16, the following derivation is obtained. On a unit basis, the 

mass flow through a perforated hole in the test section wall is given by 

( IV-13) 

where p2 and V2 are specified by Prandtl-Meyer theory for a given incident 

wave condition. 

For perfect wave cancellation, the mass flow rate out of the tunnel wall' 

must equal the outflow along the disturbance. Thus, since the wall porosity is 

equal to : W/L, 

(IV-14) 

Further, as may be seen in Figure 16, the required turning angle 

through the Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan is given by 

h 
L + h/tan,8 

Equation ( IV -15 ) may be solved for h as follows: 

h = L tan(@ 2 - @i) tan,8 
tan,8 - tan(@ 2 - @i) 

( IV-15) 

(IV-16) 
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Figure 16. Wave System Model for Fully Cancelled Wave with 
60 Degree Inclined Holes 

Substituting equation (IV-16) into equation (IV-14) and solving for wall 

porosity yields 
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tan(@ 2 - @i) tan/3 

tan .B - tan (@ 2 - @ i) 

sin@ 2 
(IV-17) 

Equation (IV-17) indicates that the required wall porosity for perfect 

wave cancellation is a function of the density ratio and velocity ratio across the 

wave system, the incident wave angle and the turning angle through the wave, 

( each of which are functions of Mach number and model shape ) , and the hole 

inclination angle, which is constant for a given wall configuration. Thus, the 

model shape and the free stream Mach number which influence the wave angle 

and the flow deflection angle, as well as the perforated wall configuration, are 

important parameters in the wave cancellation process. 

Figure 17 shows the comparison between this result for a 20 degree 

cone-cylinder ( obtained using the flow parameters shown in Table I), and the 

previously mentioned MSFC 20 degree cone-cylinder experimental data, as well 

as AEDC-PWT 4-Ft. data for 60 degree inclined holes (22). Equation (IV-17) 

provides a much improved correlation between theory and experiment wherein 

not only is the trend of increasing wall porosity with increasing Mach number 

established, but also the analytical values are of the same order of magnitude 

as the measured result. However, good agreement is obtained only at the 

lower transonic Mach numbers. As Mach number increases, the analytical 

results fall progressively lower than the experimental values. The nonlinear 

variation of wall porosity with respect to Mach number shown in Figure 17 for 

equation ( IV-28) is similar to that indicated by the experimental data. 
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Figure 17. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Optimum Wall 
Porosity Determinations for 60 Degree Inclined Holes, y == 1. 4. 

Since it is clear that these results yield improved agreement with exper-

imental measurements when compared with those derived in the two previous 

sections, it is therefore concluded that the thick wall model more nearly 

represents the true physical situation. 
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Summary of Theoretical Methods 

It has been shown that, while the linearized thin wall wave cancellation 

theory does yield some insight into the problem, the wall porosity specified by 

this theory is much higher than known real wall conditions, especially in the 

critical low transonic speed range. On the other hand, the thick wall theory 

developed shows reasonable agreement with experimental results, both in 

magnitude and trend, with the predicted values of wall porosity being generally 

lower than known real wall conditions. Thus, it may be concluded that the wave 

cancellation process for real walls is more nearly represented by the thick wall 

theory but that the physical representation is not as good as should be desired 

since the experimental results fall between the predictions of the two theories. 

Parameters identified as important to the wave cancellation process 

are wall porosity, free stream Mach number, perforated hole inclination angle, 

oblique shock wave angle, and flow deflection angle through the model-induced 

wave system. However, the relationship for complex model shapes and sizes 

and the influence of other parameters, such as Reynolds number, have not 

been identified. To meet these needs, the next champter will treat a method 

which is capable of handling all important parameters and which is not burdened 

by the limitations of linearization procedures. 



CHAPTER V 

OPTIMIZATION OF VARIABLE POROSITY TRANSONIC 

WIND TUNNEL FLOWS 

Introduction 

As previously discussed, the variable porosity perforated-wall transonic 

wind tunnel test technique seems to offer much promise for correctly adjusting 

wall porosity with respect to Mach number such that waves are effectively can

celled at the wall. The ability to easily reconfigure the wall geometry allows 

flexibility in matching wall characteristics to varying Mach number require

ments. Furthermore, this capability allows the investigator to determine the 

best tunnel settings for each test Mach number instead of having to arrive at a 

single design compromise to accommodate all test conditions as required for 

fixed-porosity transonic wind tunnels. Also, variable porosity walls offer an 

improved test procedure for complex models generating both shock and expan

sion waves in that it is possible to minimize combined disturbances over the 

model surface ( 14). 

Since the requirements for successful transonic testing are many and 

often diverse, it is inevitable that a trade-off is required' among the various 

important variables. The variable porosity concept allows this trade-off to be 

,- ; 
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made for each test, instead of for each wind tunnel, and in effect it allows the 

redesign of the wall configuration to meet the needs of each experimental 

investigation. 

What is needed, then, is a scientific procedure by which this problem 

can be studied and which leads to optimization of the tunnel configuration with 

minimum test time and expense. It is to this end that the remainder of this 

dissertation will be devoted. 

Development of a Suitable Wave Cancellation 
Model Relationship 

In order to determine the influence of the important parameters in the 

wave cancellation process, it will be necessary to compare experimental results 

to a known interference-free standard for a specific aerodynamic test model. 

A 20 degree ( total included angle) cone-cylinder model shall be considered as 

a basis for optimization of the tunnel conf{guration. This shape is particularly 

useful in that it provides a difficult test of the wall cancellation characteristics 

wit~ respect to both the bow shock wave and the strong centered expansion fan 

originating at the discontinuity between the cone and cylinder portions of the 

model. Data are available for the 20 degree cone-cylinder configuration for 

very small models tested in large wind tunnels which should be virtually inter-

ference-free, and the simple nature of the shape provides ready theoretical 

prediction of actual surface conditions for subsonic and supersonic Mach 

numbers, as shown by Davis and Graham ( 15). Thus, a ready standard of 

comparison is available. 
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In principle, the technique developed herein can treat any model size or 

shape, but the present work will be restricted to a 20 degree cone-cylinder 

model at zero angle of attack. A single model size and hence blockage ratio 

will be used. The usual wall interference parameter employed by investigators 

has been the blockage parameter (i.e. , the ratio of the cross-sectional area of 

the model to the wind tunnel test section cross-sectional area). As noted by 

Ferri ( 23), the tendency of those working in this field has been ·to test models 

of sufficiently low blockage that the necessity of making theoretical corrections 

to the data is avoided, because of the uncertainty existing in such corrections, 

and to use a single zero angle-of-attack criterion for all angles of attack. The 

present approach is consistent with the present state-of-the-art except that it 

will not be required that the model be ultra small. Rather, the tunnel config

uration will be varied to minimize interference to the fixed size and shape model. 

Now consider a typical pressure distribution measured along the length 

of such a model. An improperly set transonic tunnel wall configuration can 

produce both reflected shock and expansion wave disturbances along the model 

as shown in Figure 7. Since it is desired to eliminate wave disturbances at all 

points on the model, the local model pressure ratio can be determined by 

regression analysis as a function of the important parameters, including 

distance along the model, and compared with the interference-free results. 

Such mathematical relationships can be determined by the method developed in 

the Appendix where the important tunnel parameters are those identified in 

Chapters III and IV. 
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The parameters selected for analysis are thus free stream Mach number, 

wall porosity, wall angle, and the nondimensional location along the model. The 

analysis developed in Chapter IV suggests that nonlinear relationships should be 

used and that perhaps a second order relationship will be satisfactory. However, 

experience has shown that higher order equations are required to adequately 

describe the relationship when the regression technique developed in the Appen-

dix is used. 

Thus, the following model equation is suggested for the wave cancellation 

optimization process: 

[: 1] experiment 
= AO +BM + B M2 + . • • + B Mp 

1 2 p 

+ c 1wP + CW 2 + ••• + cwP 
2 p p p 

+ D® + D ® 2 + ••. + D ® p 
1 w 2 w p w 

+ El(~)+ E2(~Y + ••. +Ei~f (V-1) 

The interference-free reference data can be treated in a similar manner as 

shown below: 

( P ) = A 1 + 
pt 

reference 

+ • • • + 

+ c~ (~) + c~ (~ r + . . . + c~ ( ~ r (V-2) 
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The wave cancellation model selected [equation (V-1)] fails to show the 

interdependence of Mach number and wall porosity determined in Chapters III 

and IV, as may be seen when the partial derivatives of the pressure ratio with 

respect to Mach number and wall porosity are evaluated. An attempt was made 

to include the linear cross products of Mach number, wall porosity, and wall 

angle in equation ( V-1) . This procedure is developed in Reference 24. For 

this case, the surface fits failed to adequately describe the input data, evidently 

because of the strong correlation between Mach number and wall porosity and 

because attempts to isolate the optimum values proved meaningless. Therefore, 

equation ( V-1) has been used in the form shown with the interdependence of 

Mach number, wall porosity, and wall angle being established by the mathe

matical formulation discussed in the next section. It should also be noted that 

equations ( V-1) and ( V-2) represent surfaces containing a family of curves of 

similar shape. This representation generally follows the trends discussed in 

Chapters VI and VII. 

Since widely different flow conditions exist over the cone and cylinder 

portions of the model, the quasi-linear multiple regression analysis is applied 

separately over each of these portions of the model [ for equations ( V -1) and 

( V-2 )] to enhance the goodness of fit. Thus, the result is separate relationships 

for the cone and the cylinder. 

Then, having reduced the wave cancellation process and the pressure 

distribution along the model to logical mathematical relationships, one can 

proceed to the development of a procedure to determine the tunnel configuration 

that will yield the minimum reflected wave interference. 
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Procedure for Minimizing Reflected Wave Interference 

Upon establishing realistic model relationships for the wave cancellation 

process and the interference-free reference data, the constants in equations 

( V-1) and ( V-2) can be evaluated by the quasi-linear multiple regression 

technique developed in the Appendix. Having determined these constants and 

investigated their suitability by assessing the average absolute percent error 

from the input data, the multiple correlation coefficien,t, and the F ratio, one 

now has mathematical relationships which can be attacked by the tools of calcu-

lus. That is, the specific wall porosity and the wall angle which can be expected 

to yield minimum reflected wave interference on the model for any given free 

stream Mach number can be determined. Future studies might also determine 

the physical tunnel parameters subject to the desired constraints of pressure 

and temperature as well as Mach number for facilities operating over a wide 

Reynolds number range, such as the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center High 

Reynolds Number Wind Tunnel. 

To solve for these optimum tunnel settings,· the root mean square ( RMS) 

error relationship between the experimentally derived model relationship 

[ equation ( V-1) ] and the reference data [ equation ( V-2)] integrated over the 

length of the model can be determined as follows: 

E == 

(~) l(p J p 
O t 

exp 

2 

: co ) ct@) 
ref 

(V-3) 
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where the partial integration is performed over the length of the cone O to (E) 
1 

and over the cylinder (~)
1 

to ( ~)
1 

, considering all parameters except 

x 
D 

as constants. 

After performing this integration, the problem of locating the minima 

of the RMS error relationship is reduced to a nonlinear function of several 

varibles as shown below: 

(V-4) 

For a given Mach number, the value of the Mach number can be substi-

tuted into equation ( V-4 ) such that the constrained function becomes 

E =F(w,e) 
M p w (V-5) 

There are several methods for solving multi-dimensional static optimization 

problems such as those posed in minimizing the root mean square error 

function at a specific Mach number as specified by equation ( V-5). The 

normal procedure is to solve for critial points using the necessary conditions 

for local extreme values as follows: 

B EM 
= = 0 ae {V-6) 

w 

Solution to these equations yields the coordinates of the critial points. The 

sufficient conditions for EM to have a local minimum are that at the critical 

points 
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2 
8 EM 

aw 2 
p 

and 
a e 2 

w 

> 0 • (V-7) 

If the values of the second partial derivatives are less than zero, a local max-

imum is indicated; if they are equal to zero, an inflection point is indicated. 

Hence, for nonlinear multivariate relations, one sees that it is possible to 

obtain more than one local minimum point ( or maximum point, for that matter) . 

Therefore, each of the minimum values determined must be evaluated by equa-

tion ( V-5 ) to determine which yields the minimum RMS error value and, hence, 

the optimum values of wall porosity and wall angle for the specific Mach number 

in question. 

However, the cross-product terms in the relation for root mean square 

error yield a set of simultaneous equations, equation ( V-6) , which can be 

cumbersome to solve. In the present investigation, a more easily implemented 

computer-oriented method will be used to determine the optimum values of the 

various tunnel configuration settings. This method is similar to that discussed 

by Pun ( 25) for steepest ascent (descent) search in multi-dimensional static 

optimization problems. 

Given a performance index as a function of several variables, such as 

specified by equation ( V-5 ) , the problem is to determine in a minimum number 

of steps the values of the variables which result in a minimum value for the 

performance index. Again, it is recalled that the necessary condition for the 

performance index (EM) to have a local extreme is that the partial derivatives 

with respect to each of the independent variables be identically equal to zero. 
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Arbitrary initial trial values of the independent variables can be assumed 

which shall be denoted by the subscript m. Then, in searching for minimum 

values, the following may be written: 

- [a EM J ::\ aw (V-8) 

and 

e 
w 

m+l 
= e 

w 
m 

p m 

(V-9) 

where i\ is a function to be determined and the two respective partial deriv-

atives are assigned the values determined from the trial values of the indepen-

dent variables. Then, if the trial value of the variables to be optimized is 

indeed a critial point, the partial derivatives of the error function will be equal 

to zero ( as closely as desired) and the m + 1 trial values will be equal to the 

mth trial values. 

To determine the value of i\ , the relations for the independent variables 

[equations (V-8) and (V-9)] may be substituted into equation (V-5) as follows: 

( V-10) 

It is noted that equation ( V-10) is a function of only one independent variable 

( i\) , since all other terms are constants for a given trial value. Thus, the 
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value of :\ which should yield the extreme values for root mean square can be 

determined by evaluating the necessary conditions for such an occurrence. 

By forming the partial derivative of equation ( V-10) with respect to ?I. 

and setting this relation equal to zero, a trial value of ;\ can be solved for by 

noting that all the parameters except :\ are constants determined by the values 

of the independent variables at the mth trial. The exact form of this solution 

is dependent on the specific relationship involved but, in any case, the value of 

A. is easily obtained by digital computer procedures. Multi-valued solutions 

for :\ are to be expected in this determination. Since the most rapid conver

gence to the minimum value is desired, all :\ solutions in the equation of the 

performance index, equation ( V-10) , may be tested to determine which solu

tion yields the minimum root mean square error. The use of other roots would 

either converge less rapidly or converge to points other than the minimum 

point. The solution for :\ yielding the minimum value of RMS error is then 

selected for use in calculations for the given trial value [ equations ( V-8 ) and 

(Y-9)1. 

Knowing ?I.. , a new trial value can be readily obtained from equations 

(V-8) and (V-9) and the procedure repeated until the given critical point has 

been isolated as closely as desired. This technique has been found to converge 

reasonably rapidly. In application, this search technique leads only to a single 

local critical point. Thus, a grid search technique in a similar manner will 

then reveal all critical points which are either local maxima or minima in the 

range of interest. This technique is not able to determine saddle points if the 

partial derivatives are finite, and the search simply proceeds past such points. 
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Once the critical points are isolated, the indicated values for wall 

porosity and wall angle can be substituted into equation ( V-5) and the value of 

the root mean square error of the performance index determined for each local 

extremum. Inspection of these results will then reveal the critical point which 

yields the minimum root mean square error. The wall porosity and wall angle 

which should produce the most optimum test conditions for the given Mach are 

specified by this minimum critical point. 

A computer program has been developed using the methods developed in 

this chapter to determine the tunnel settings which should yield the best transonic 

testing configurations. Results obtained for the MSFC Trisonic Wind Tunnel 

Facility are discussed in Chapter vn. 

Summary 

Thus, a logical mathematical procedure has been developed which is 

capable of determining the values of the tunnel wall porosity and wall angle 

which can be expected to yield the minimum reflected wave interference over 

the length of the model for any given free stream Mach number. Strictly 

speaking, the tunnel settings so derived are valid only for the same mqdel size 

and shape. However, in practice, such tunnel settings could be expected to 

yield useful results for similar types of models. 

The optimization procedure developed is straightforward in application, 

but the results can be no better than the experimental data from which they are 

derived. Also of importance is the selection of the proper model equation 

relationships. The present work considered those parameters identified as 
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significant by the theoretical and experimental studies indicated in Chapters 

III and IV. In principle, it would be possible to extend this work to include 

additional parameters such as Reynolds number, angle of attack, etc. , when 

such considerations seem necessary. Further, while the analysis presented 

considers only a single size and shape model, such a procedure can be applied 

to a wide range of model sizes and shapes to develop a family of tunnel settings 

for different types of tests. Thus, a powerful general-purpose tool is now 

available by which wave reflection can be minimized for a wide range of testing. 



CHAPTER VI 

INTERFERENCE-FREE STANDARD 

Introduction 

The proposed scheme of variable porosity transonic tunnel flow optimi

zation developed herein requires experimental data obtained from a 20 degree 

cone-cylinder model tested at zero angle of attack as a known interference-free 

standard. This model was selected for the following reasons: 

1. It provides a difficult test of wall cancellation characteristics. The 

test is difficult because the incident wave system contains not only shock waves 

but also a strong centered expansion fan originating at the juncture between the 

cone and cylinder portions of the model. 

2. This general shape was representative of future testing requirements 

for launch vehicle configurations. Other types of models could also be considered 

in future investigations. 

As noted in Chapter IV, the present calibration of the MSFC 14-Inch 

Trisonic Wind Tunnel Facility indicates that the maximum possible physical 

wall porosity of 5. 4 percent is capable of optimum operation up to a maximum 

Mach number of 1. 2 after which some uncancelled wave reflection should be 

expected. Therefore, for present purposes, a range of interest from Mach 
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1. O to 1. 2 is arbitrarily designated. Higher Mach numbers can be optimized 

in the future using this technique when higher porosity walls become available. 

Lower Mach numbers could also be treated. 

Available Experimental Data 

In an effort to establish an experimental interference-free standard, a 

literature search was made to determine what data are available. Table II 

µresents some of the investigations studied. Previous studies concerning tran

sonic interference-free data have almost universally used the data from 

Estabrooks ( 12) obtained in the Arnold Engineering Development Center 16-Foot 

Transonic Tunnel. These data are no longer available in tabulated form, making 

their use in this work undesirable because of the use of the computer in the 

analysis of the data. The more recent data from the AEDC 1-Foot and 4-Foot 

Transonic Tunnels were rejected because of relatively high percent blockages 

( 26 : ( 27) ( 28) . The data from the NASA Lewis Research Center 8 x 6 Foot 

Tunnel ( 29) are not useful because of extensive disturbances caused by non

porous sections of the tunnel. The more recent data of Hartley and Jacocks 

( 30) from the AEDC 16-T for a o. 0625 percent model blockage provide a 

reasonable interference-free standard, although some wall interference was 

determined at Mach numbers between o. 95 and 1. 05. Finally, it was concluded 

that the best available data for use as an interference-free standard were those 

of Capone and Coates ( 2) from the Langley Research Center 16-Foot Transonic 

Tunnel. These data were obtained at zero degrees angle of attack for a O. 0062 

percent blockage model using a single row of static pressure orifices aligned 
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TABLE II 

SOURCES OF 20 DEGREE CONE-CYLINDER EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Mach Model Percent 
Reference Investigator Facility Tunnel Range Diameter Blockage 

2 Capone and Langley 16-Foot 0,7-1.3 8.5 o. 198 
Coates Transonic 6, 0 0.098 

1. 5 0.0062 

12 Estabrooks AEDC 1-Foot 0,7-1.4 2,708 4.00 
Transonic 1. 1915 2. 00 

1. 000 0.50 

16-Foot 0.7-1.4 1. 915 0.008 
Transonic 21. 600 1. 00 

26 Robertson AEDC 1-Foot o. 5-1. 2 1. 0 0.50 
and Transonic 1. 5 1. 23 
Chevalier 

27 Anderson, AEDC 1-Foot 0.6-1.3 1. 354 o. 945 
Anderson, Transonic 
and Credle 

28 Jacocks AEDC 4-Foot o. 6-1. 2 5, 416 1. 00 
Transonic 

30 Hartley AEDC 16-Foot 0,6-1.6 5.416 0.0625 
and Transonic 
Jacocks 

29 Mitchel Lewis 8 x 6 Foot o. 5-2, 0 4.0 o. 18 
8. 0 0.73 

12.0 1. 64 
16, 00 2.91 

31 Erickson Convair 4 x 4 Foot o. 8-1. 1 3,480 0.412 
and 
Dowling 
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at zero degrees roll angle; they are assumed to be interference-free for prac

tical purposes and, therefore, were adopted as the standard for the present 

investigation. It should be noted, however, that the model used in this investi

gation suffered from two construction abnormalities: The total included angle 

was not precisely 20 degrees and the nose tip was not as sharp as some of the 

larger models. As noted by the authors these abnormalities caused deviations 

from the somewhat flat pressure distribution which normally exists over the 

cone. However, these errors are considered to be less significant than those 

in the next best choice [ Hartley and Jacocks ( 30)] where the effect of the 

reflected wave interference is integrated over the length of the cylinder. 

Additional reports of some importance to this study, but not included in 

Table II are the cone-cylinder investigations from the MSFC 14-Inch TWT ( 15) 

( 32) ( 33), and two studies from NASA-Ames Research Center ( 34) ( 35). The 

NASA-Ames studies are of particular interest in that Schlieren photographs 

were taken and the data by Page ( 34) are the lowest percent blockage found in 

the open literature ( O. 005 percent) . However, for this study, the cone half 

angle was 6 degrees 59 minutes, so the data were not useful for present purposes. 

Regression Analysis for the Interference-Free Standard 

Having chosen the LRC 16-Foot, O. 0062 percent blockage, 20 degree 

cone-cylinder data as the interference-free standard, the next problem is the 

determination of a mathematical model which describes the relationship of the 

local model pressure ratio with respect to axial variations along the model and 

with respect to Mach number variations from 1. 0 to 1. 2 at zero angle of attack. 
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Because of the different nature of the flow over the cone and cylinder portions 

of the model, separate relationships for each portion are determined in the 

following form: 

+ .•. ' (x) '(x )2 
+ cl D + c2 D + · · · 

' (X p 
+ c p \n) ( VI-1) 

Using the data of Capone and Coates ( 2), second, third, and fourth order 

relations were obtained using the computer program discussed in Chapter V and 

the Appendix for X/D values from 1. 063 to 2, 813 in the case of the cone and for 

X/D values from 3. 063 to 9. 813 measured over the cylinder. To assess the 

goodness of fit, the experimental data were machine-plotted along with the values 

obtained from the fitted equations for each degree equation studied and for each 

Mach number at which reference data were available ( Mach numbers., 1. 000, 

1. 038, 1. 104, 1. 157, and 1. 208). Results clearly indicated that the fourth 

order fit was superior. In addition, the standard deviation, the multiple 

correlation coefficient, the maximum percent error for any data point, the 

average absolute percent error for all data points, and the value of the F 

statistic were computed for each fit. These results are shown in Table III, 

along with other statistical parameters. 

In general, the fits were well-behaved with good correlation with the 

experimental data. A fourth order fit was selected, based on the abovemen-

tioned criteria, as the best representation of the data for both the cone and 



TABLE III 

SURF ACE FIT PARAMETERS FOR 20 DEGREE CONE-CYLINDER 
REFERENCE DATA IN THE MACH RANGE FROM 1. 00 TO 1. 20 

Degree s Max Avg 
of + Percent Percent 

Equation - R Error Error 

Cone Portion of Model 

2 o. 1754 0.9387 9.587 2.404 

3 o. 1663 0.9587 7.113 2.345 

4* o. 1297 o. 9713 6.327 1. 847 

Cylinder Portion of Data 

2 o. 1391 0.9608 16. 09 2. 293 

3 0.0946 o. 9824 11. 69 1.492 

4** 0.0722 0.9897 9.82 1.161 

* Equation selected as best fit: 

p = -0. 4372 X 101 + O. 6372M + O. 1589Xl02M2 
pt 

F 

88. 94 

63.46 

76.54 

544.8 

739.0 

784.0 

+ O. 6649 x 101M4 + O. 3681 x 101 (~) - O. 3217 x 101 @l 
+ o. 1197 x 

1 X 3 X 4 
10 (D) - o. 1614 (D) 

** Equation selected as best fit: 

M 

40 

40 

40 

140 

140 

140 

68 

p 1 1 2 13 4 
-0.2138X 10 + 0.3226X 10 M- 0.8607M - 0.1967Xl0 M + 0.9872M 

(x) (x)2 -1 (x)3 -3 (x)4 
+ o. 7380 D - o. 1591 D + o. 1499 x 10 D - o. 5206 x 10, D 
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cylinder portions of the model. The equations selected for further use are as 

follows: 

1. Cone Portion of Model 

p = -0. 4372 x 101 + O. 6372Ml + O. 1589 x 102M2 - O. 1973 x 102M3 
p 

t 

+ O. 6649 x l01M4 + O. 3681 x 101 (ri) - O. 3217 

1 x 2 1 x)3 x 4 
x 10 (D) + O. 1197 x 10 (D - O. 1614 (D) 

( VI-2) 

2. Cylinder Portion of Model 

p = -0. 2138 x 101 + O. 3226 x 101M - O. 8607M2 - O. 1967 x 101M3 
pt 

4 x) (x)2 
+ O. 9872M + O. 7380 (D - O. 1591 D + O. 1499 

( VI-3) 

For each Mach number fitted, equations ( VI- ;:l) and ( VI-3) were evaluated 

over the length of the model where data exist and were ·compared to the original 

experimental data as shown in Figure 18. Experimental data are shown only at 

Mach numbers 1. 00, 1. 104, and 1. 208 for clarity. As may be seen, the fit 

over the cone portion of the model shows excellent agreement; although, as 

previously mentioned, the experimental data are not as flat as should be expec-

ted in this region. Over the cylinder portion of the model, the analytic surface 

fit shows good agreement with the experimental results, although just aft of the 
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10 

shoulder between the cone and cylinder, the indicated values are slightly lower 

than experiment at Mach 1. 000, have excellent agreement at Mach 1. 104, and 

are slightly higher than experiment at Mach 1. 208. In each case the maximum 

percent error occurs at the extreme forward end of this cylinder fit. 

For the cone portion of the model, the maximum error for any data 

point was 6. 33 _percent, the average absolute error was 1. 85 percent, the 

standard deviation was ±0. 01296, and the value of the F statistic was 76. 54. 

Results for the cylinder portion of the model indicated a maximum error of 9. 82 
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percent, an average absolute error of 1. 16 percent, a standard deviation of 

±0. 00722, and an F statistic value of 784. O. 

Considering the fitted expression for the pressure ratio existing over the 

cone [ equation ( VI-2)], the combined effect of all independent variable terms 

on the dependent variable may be tested to determine the usefulness of the result. 

That is, the null hypothesis may be tested that: 

I I I 

H: B = B = BP = 0 
0 1 2 

I I I 

cl = c2 = cP = 0 

At the O. 05 significance level with 28 numerator degrees of freedom and 11 

denominator degrees of freedom, the F bl value is 4. 65 ( 36). Therefore, 
ta e 

since F > F table ( 76. 54 > 4. 65) , the null hypothesis that there is no 

combined effect of the independent variables is r~jected at the o. 05 significance 

level, and one observes that it is highly probably that the fitted expression does 

represent the measured pressure ratios over the cone. 

Similarly, considering the surface fit over the cylinder portion of the 

mo'del [ equation ( VI-3)], the F table value at the 0. 05 significance level with 

128 numerator degrees of freedom and 11 denominator degrees is 4. 34 ( 36 ) • 

Then since F > F table { 784 > 4. 34 ), the null hypothesis that there is no 

combined effect of the independent variables is rejected at the o. 05 significance 

level, and one observes that it is highly probably that the fitted expression does 

represent the measured pressure ratio over the cylinder. 
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Summary 

Thus, an analytic representation of the pressure ratio existing over the 

top surface of a 20 degree cone-cylinder model in the Mach number range from 

1. 0 to 1. 2 at zero degrees angle of attack is now available which is, for all 

practical purposes, interference-free and which can be used as a reference 

standard for the remainder of this study. 



CHAPTER VII 

EVALUATION OF OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE USING MSFC 14-INCH 

TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL DAT A 

Introduction 

In order to evaluate the usefulness of the optimization technique developed 

herein for variable porosity transonic wind tunnel flows, it is desirable to apply 

the method to an actual set of wind tunnel data. As stated earlier, an existing 

set of wind tunnel data obtained from the MSFC 14-Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel 

for a 20 degree cone-cylinder at zero angle of attack will be used in the evaluation. 

The data available to be used to determine the local model pressure ratio 

as a function of Mach number, model location, and the tunnel parameters is 

limited to a wall angle of -15 minutes in the Mach number range of interest 

( 1. 00 to 1. 20). Therefore, for present evaluation purposes, the pressure ratio 

will be determined as follows: 

.!:_ = F (M W 1f) 
p ' ' D t p 

( VII-1) 

Shown in Table IV are the experimental results studied. The data are 

from TWT Test 475 as reported in Reference 3. Inspection of Table IV reveals 

that data exist at only one wall porosity for each test Mach number. Then, to 
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TABLE IV 

MSFC 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL DATA STUDIED (e = - 15 minutes) 
w 

Test Run Mach w p 

No. No. No. 
p t 

(Percent) ( psia) 

475 19/0 1. 003 0.75 20.01 

475 20/0 1. 001 0.75 30, 02 

475 21/0 1. 058 0.75 20,01 

475 21/1 1. 058 0.75 20, 02 

475 21/2 1, 058 0.75 20,02 

475 22/0 1.057 0.75 30, 02 

475 23/0 1.103 1. 60 20. 02 

475 24/0 1, 099 1. 60 30. 02 

475 25/1 1.141 2,00 20.02 

475 26/0 1. 153 2,00 32.02 

475 27/0 1,209 5.40 20. 02 

546* 67 1. 001 0,50 29. 99 

546* 68 1.000 1. 10 30,00 

546* 69 1. 003 1. 60 20,01 

* Runs to confirm optimization results 
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accurately assess the quantitative influence of wall porosity on the wave can

cellation problem by the method proposed, additional experimental results shall 

be required and the present investigation should be considered qualitative in 

nature. It is further noted that the Test 475 data were obtained at two different 

stagnation pressures, 20 and 30 psia, respectively, and it is assumed that the 

change in stagnation pressure, and hence Reynolds number, has negligible effect 

on measured results. This assumption is consistent with past experience as 

shown in Reference 3. 

Regression Analysis for the 14-Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel Data 

A surface fit of the form shown in equation ( VII-1) was obtained using 

the computer program discussed in Chapter V and the Appendix for second, 

third, and fourth order polynomial relationships for X/D values from O. 913 to 

2. 721-in the case of the cone portion of the model and for X/D values from 

2. 821 to 11. 765 measured over the cylinder, where the shoulder separating 

the cone from the cylinder was located at an X/D of 2. 756. 

Again, the experimental data were machine-plotted, along with the values 

obtainect from the fitted regression equations for each Mach number analyzed to 

determine the goodness of fit. The plotted results again indicated that the fourth 

order fit was superior to lower order fits. In addition, the maximum percent 

error, the average percent error, the standard deviation, and the value of the 

F static were computed for each fit as shown in Table V. These results clearly 

show the fourth order fit to be the best representation of the data except that for 

the cone, the F statistic does not increase with increasing order of the polynomial 
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TABLE V 

SURFACE FIT PARAMETERS FOR MSFC 14-INCH TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL 
DATA IN THE MACH NUMBER RANGE FROM 1. 00 TO 1. 20 

s Max Avg 
Degree of + Percent Percent 
Equation - R Error Error F M 

Cone Portion of Model 

2 0,01248 0.9680 6.052 1. 609 276.7 99 
3 o. 01179 0.9723 5.307 1. 615 195.5 99 
4* o. 01121 0,9763 5, 781 1. 595 158.6 99 

Cylinder Portion of Model 

2 0.02042 0.9152 18. 63 3.575 368,2 363 
3 o. 01546 0,9529 14.15 2.683 435,7 363 
4** o. 01143 0.9732 10. 19 1. 988 604. 5 363 

* Equation selected as best fit: 

P 1 1 12 3 4 p = -0. 3637Xl0 + 0. 8396X10 M-0. 4725Xl0 M -0. 8564M + 0. 8954M 
t 

-1 2 -1 3 -2 4 
+ O. lllOW -0, 4449><10 W -0. 1325Xl0 W + O. 3264X10 W 

p p p p 

** Equation selected as best fit: 

P . 1 2 3 4 
= o. 8396 -0. 211ox10 M + o. 5524M -0. 1193M + o. 2023M + o. 1759W 

pt p 

-1 2 -2 3 -2 4 (x) -0, 7750><10 W - 0. 5704X10 W + 0. 2623Xl0 W + 0, 5897 -
p p p D 

( X)2 l(X)3 3(X)4 
-0. 1175 D + o. 1006Xl0- D - o. 3134Xl0- D 
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( as was also the case with the reference data). To investigate this behavior, a 

computer dump was evaluated, and it was determined that the R value was in-

deed properly calculated. Evidently this unexpected behavior is due to the more 

erratic nature of the measured pressure ratios over the cone as an analysis of 

the computational process showed that the ratio of the denominator degrees of 

freedom to the numerator degrees of freedom increased more rapidly with 

increasing order of the equation than did the ratio of regression sum of squares 

to the residual sum of squares. Thus, a decreasing F value with order of 

equation is indicated for this case, as may be seen by an inspection of equation 

( A-65). A similar analysis for the cylinder showed that ratio of sums of 

squares increased more rapidly than the ratio of degrees of freedom with 

increasing order of the equation and hence the F value increased. 

Overall the surface fits were well-behaved with good cor:r;-elation with 

the TWT experimental data. Using the previously mentioned criteria, a fourth 

order fit was selected as the best representation of the data for both the cone 

and the cylinder portions of the model. The equations selected for further use 

are as follows: 

1. Cone Portion of Model 

P 1 1 12 3 4 = -0. 3637><10 + O. 8396Xl0 M -0. 4725Xl0 M -0. 8564M + O. 8954M 
pt 

+ o.111ow - o. 4449Xlo- 1w2 - o. 132sx10-1w 3 + o. 3264x10-2w4 
p p p p 

1 X) l(X 2 X 3 1 X 4 
+ o. 12osx10 (n - o. 1189Xl0 n) + o. 4439(n) - o. 6419XlO- (n) 

( VII-2) 
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2. Cylinder Portion of Model 

p 
p 

t 

1 2 3 4 
= O. 8396 - O. 2110Xl0 M + O. 5524 M - O. 1193 M + O. 2023 M + O. 1759 W 

p 

..... 1 2 -2 3 -2 4 (x) - o. 7750Xl0 WP - o. 5704Xl0 WP+ o. 2623Xl0 WP+ o. 5897 D 

( VII-3) 

As shown in Figure 19, equations (VII-2) and (VII-3) were evaluated for 

each Mach number fitted and compared with the experimental data. Experimental 

data are shown only at Mach numbers of 1. 003, 1. 103, and 1. 209 for clarity. 

As was the case with the LRC reference data, the analytic surface fit shows 

good agreement with the experimental results, although near the shoulder 

between the cone and cylinder some deviation occurs. 

For the cone portion of the model, the maximum percent error for any 

data point was 5. 781 percent, the average absolute error was 1. 595 percent, 

the standard deviation was ± o. 01121, the multiple correlation coefficient was 

o. 9763, and the value of the F statistic was 158. 6. Results for the cylinder 

portion of the model indicate a maximum error for any data point of 10. 19 

percent, an average absolute error of 1. 988 percent, a standard deviation of 

± O. 01143, a multiple correlation coefficient of O. 9732, and an F static value 

of 604. 5. As was the case with the reference data, a test of significance at the 

o. 05 level clearly showed that the null hypothesis ( that there is no combined 

effect of the independent variables) should be rejected and that it is highly 
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Figure 19. Comparison of Surface Fit and Experimental Results for 
MSFC TWT 20 Degree Cone Cylinder Data 

probably that the fitted expressions do represent the measured pressure ratios 

over the model. 

Optimization of the Wind Tunnel Data 

Now that reasonably accurate analytic representations of the TWT wind 

tunnel data have been determined incorporating the influence of wall porosity 

and similar relationships which are free of wave interference, the optimum 

value of wall porosity for a given Mach number which should produce minimum 

10 
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wave interference on the aerodynamic test model can be obtained by the proce

dure developed in Chapter V. 

Using the computer program discussed in Chapter V, all critical points 

in the physical range of wall porosity from O to 5. 40 percent were identified for 

test Mach numbers of 1. 00, 1. 05, 1.10, 1. 15, and 1. 20. Furthermore, the 

square of the performance index EM was plotted versus wall porosity for each 

Mach number and the nature of each critical point was identified. A typical plot 

of this relationship for Mach number 1. 00 is shown in Figure 20. It is inter

esting to note that for this condition two critical points exist ( wall porosities of 

O. 55 percent and 1. 61 percent) with nearly equal performance index values be

tween which exists a maximum point. The lower porosity value is nearly iden

tical to the present TWT standard setting as determined by trial and error 

experiments, and the higher value is the critical point identified as optimum in 

the computer analysis ( lower EM value). This phenomenon will be discussed 

in more detail in the next section. The performance index curves at other Mach 

numbers showed similar trends except the minimum point having the lowest wall 

porosity had somewhat higher performance index values, and thus the optimum 

critical point identified in the analysis was more clearly defined. The values 

of each critical point are shown in Table VI. As shown in the table, the root 

having the lowest performance index value ( and hence the optimum wall poros

ity) shows increasing wall porosity requirements with increasing Mach number. 

Further, the optimum condition switched to a different root (higher porosity 

value of the several indicated minima} at a Mach number of 1. 2, reflecting the 
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influence of the interdependence of Mach number and wall porosity built into 

equation ( V-3) . 
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TABLE VI 

CRITICAL POINTS IDENTIFIED BY OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM 

M w E2 Type of Variation 
p M 

1. 00 0.555 0.3896Xl0 
-3 

Minimum Point 

1. 00 1. 071 0.4022Xl0 
-2 

Maximum Point 

1. 00 1. 610* 0, 3145Xl0-3 Minimum Value 

1. 00 4.196 0,8251 Maximum Point 

1. 05 o. 538 0, 8619Xl0 
-3 

Minimum Point 

1. 05 1.063 0, 4885Xl0- 2 Maximum Point 

1. 05 1. 638* 0,2276Xl0-3 Minimum Value 

1. 05 4,197 o. 8140 Maximum Point 

1.10 0.422 0, 1422Xl0-2 Minimum Point 

1.10 1. 063 0.1033Xl0 
-2 

Maximum Point 

1.10 1. 766* o. 2507Xl0-3 Minimum· Value 

1.10 4. 194 0.7571 Maximum Point 

1.15 0,260 0. 1518Xl0 
-2 

Minimum Point 

1. 15 1. 068 0,2355Xl0-l Maximum Point 

1.15 1. 940* 0. 2318Xl0-3 Minimum Value 

1.15 4.196 0.6679 Maximum Point 

1. 20 0.087 o. 7919Xl0- 3 Minimum Point 

1. 20 1. 073 o. 4901Xl0-l Maximum Point 

1. 20 2.129 o. 9129Xl0- 3 Minimum Point 

1. 20 4.196 0.5627 Maximum Point 

1. 20 5. 292* 0, 2502Xl0-3 Minimum Value 

* Computer-identified optimum value. 
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In Figure 21 the optimized results for the MSFC TWT are compared to 

the present standard values and to the results from the AEDC _4-Foot tunnel as 

well as to the theory developed in Chapter IV for thick walls. In the low tran

sonic speed range, the optimized values tend to agree with theory [ equation 

( IV-17 )] and with the AEDC results, and are somewhat higher than the MSF C 

data. However, at higher Mach numbers the computer selected optimum values, 

the AEDC data, and MSFC data tend to agree, each having a considerably larger 

change of wall porosity with respect to Mach number than the thick wall theory. 

Then overall, the optimized wall porosity values tend to qualitatively agree with 

previous experimental results and are generally of the same sort of quantitative 

value. 

A further analysis was performed to determine if the optimized wall 

porosity values were indeed an improvement over the present settings. Using 

equations ( VII-2) and ( VII-3), plots of pressure ratio versus model station 

were ·made at the indicated optimum values and the present standard conditions 

and compared with interference-free reference values. In each case, the 

analytically obtained values represented an improvement over the present 

standard values. A typical plot of the results of Mach number 1. 15 is shown 

in Figure 22. 

Confirmation Wind Tunnel Tests 

As a means of confirming the trends indicated by the mathematically 

determined optimum TWT performance index relationship, a short test was 

conducted in the MSF C TWT. Three runs were made at Mach number 1. O at 
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wall porosities of O. 5, 1. 1, and 1. 6 percent, respectively, as shown in Table 

IV for Teet 546. The o. 5 percent wall porosity represents both the present 

TWT standard value and the lower porosity minimum point previously discussed. 

As shown in Figure 20, the 1. 1 percent wall porosity configuration represents 
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a maximum performance index value, and the 1. 6 percent porosity point is the 

computer-identified optimum value. Testing was limited to one Mach number 

because of tunnel time limitations, and it was therefore decided to test at Mach 

1. O since it represents a particularly difficult simulation condition and since 

two critic al points were unusually near the same performance index value at 

this condition. 

The results of this investigation are shown in Figure 23. The computer-

determined optimum value of 1. 6 percent wall porosity clearly falls closest to 

the interference-free results, although it is evident that a reflected shock wave 

impinges on the model at about model station 4. 5. The minimum critical point 

of O. 5 percent porosity also gives a reasonable comparison with the reference 

data but is in all cases in poorer agreement, as predicted by the performance 

index values. The maximum point indicated at 1. 1 percent porosity in all cases 

has the poorest agreement with the reference values, again ·as predicted by the 

performance index. It is, therefore, reasonable to conclude that the optimiza-

tion procedure developed herein does, in fact, provide a useful tool to improve 

transonic wave interference. 

Summary 

It has been shown that the optimization technique developed for variable -
porosity walls can be expected to provide useful optimum values for given test 

conditions and that the utilization of this procedure should provide better simu-

lation with less experimental testing than the previous t:r:ial-and-error methods. 

However, the technique is empirical in nature, and the results can be no better 

than the data on which they are based. 
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The present surface fits provide a good representation of the input data, 

and the indicated optimum wall porosity values follow the expected trends and 

show reasonable quantitative agreement with experimentaJ results. 



CHAPTERVID 

CONCLUSIONS 

General Remarks 

During the course of this dissertation, a technique has been developed 

which is capable of determining the optimum configuration for a variable

porosity perforated-wall transonic wind tunnel. The technique was based on a 

mathematical model arrived at by considering both the results of wave cancella

tion theory and past experimental investigations. Using experimental results 

from the MSFC 14-Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel, the model was evaluated using a 

Pth degree multiple regression technique. A performance index was determined 

as a function of the significant wind tunnel parameters by comparing the mathe

matical model to interference-free results. The resulting relationship was then 

used to determine the combination of wind tunnel parameters which should yield 

minimum reflected wave interference using static optimization techniques. 

The theoretical development of wall porosity requirements for thick wall 

inclined-hole test sections follows the trends and generally the magnitude of 

available experimental data. As such, the theory is useful not only in formu

lating the model relationship developed herein, but also may be of value in 

studies concerning the wave cancellation process for fixed-porosity test 

89 
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sections. An analysis of the theory of wave cancellation for thin walls failed 

to correlate with experimental data for real walls and shows little usefulness 

in the low transonic speed range. 

The multiple regression technique for Pth degree polynomials developed 

to evaluate the mathematical models is a powerful general purpose tool which 

could be used in any scientific endeaver where the process can be measured or 

for which experimental data exist. Using this procedure many phenomena can 

be correlated or suspected laws or relationships investigated and optimizations 

determined other than those developed in the course of this study. 

The optimization technique developed is empirical in nature, and the 

results can be no better than the data upon which they are based. The present 

evaluation of the technique is limited to determining the influence of wall poros

ity at a wall angle of -15 minutes due to the unavailability of data at other con

ditions for the TWT. Further, the evaluation must be considered qualitative in 

nature, until addition testing over a wider wall porosity range can be accom

plished. 

Confirmation wind tunnel tests based on results of the transonic optimi

zation procedure at Mach number 1. O agree closely with results predicted by 

the performance index. Both the predicted trends over the experimental model 

and the behavior at the indicated critical points showed close agreement with 

theory. It is, therefore, reasonable to conclude that the optimization procedure 

developed does, in fact, provide a useful means to minimize wave interference, 

and with future refinements using statistically designed experiments should 

prove to be a powerful tool in advancing variable porosity transonic wind tunnel 



technology. Results obtained with this technique can be expected to provide 

better simulation with iess experimental testing than previous trial-and-error 

methods. 

Proposals for Future Investigation 
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In order to apply this technique to the MSFC TWT or other variable 

porosity wind tunnel, it will be necessary to conduct experimental tests over a 

wide range of wall porosities and wall angles such that the statistical influence 

of these parameters can be properly evaluated. It would be useful to extend the 

test Mach number range for these investigations such that the entire transonic 

speed range is covered. Analysis of these data should then provide accurate 

optimum porosity and wall angle values for each tunnel test condition. Again 

confirmation tests should be used to evaluate the results. 

Additional parameters worthy of future investigation include the effect 

of angle of attack, and model size and shape. Furthermore, the influence of 

Reynolds number could be evaluated. This would be of considerable importance 

in a facility such as the MSFC High Reynolds Number Wind Tunnel where 

Reynolds number can be varied over a wide range. 

The present investigation tested the suitability of the various surface 

fits based on the combined effect of all the independent variables. A useful 

addition to the computer program would be the determination of partial F ratios 

and partial correlation coefficients by which the significance of individual inde

pendent variables could be tested. 
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As noted previously, the surface fits for the model relationships showed 

good agreement with the input data. However, near the shoulder between the 

cone and the cylinder some disagreement occurs. A possible refinement would 

be to break the model data down into smaller increments with the fits forced to 

be continuous at the common boundaries. Such a procedure might be difficult 

to implement, but potentially could improve the accuracy of the optimized results. 

Two other modifications to this wave cancellation optimization technique 

potentially could improve the results in specific applications. First, the 

influence of Mach number can be decoupled from the regression equation by 

incorporating separate fits at each Mach number as shown in Reference 15. By 

this means potential improvement of the surface fits should be possible, result

ing in improved optimum values of the tunnel parameters. Also, the values of 

the performance index could be obtained directly by numerical integration of the 

differences between the measured pressure ratios for the wind tunnel data and 

the interference-free standard for a given test condition. These numerically 

integrated values of the performance index can then be fitted with respect to the 

important wave cancellation parameters and optimum values determined by the 

technique developed in Chapter V. 

Since the interference-free reference data show some abnormalities 

over the cone portion of the model caused by model construction difficulties, 

additional tests of this type could be expected to further refine the indicated 

optimum results. 
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APPENDIX 

MULTIPLE REGRESSION TECHNIQUE FOR Pth DEGREE POLYNOMIALS 

Introduction 

The investigation of physical processes and requirements for data analy

sis methods frequently require the use of models which describe the processes. 

The model can be formulated such that certain variables interact according to 

physical theories associated with the particular process, or it may contain 

identified independent variables and unlmown parameters. The relationship of 

the parameters identified in the model can be determined using the statistical 

tool commonly referred to as regression analysis. In principle, it should be 

possible to establish complex curves or surfaces for quasi-linear multiple 

variable functions by regression techniques to summarize trends in data and to 

provide a means of predicting similar phenomena. Furthermore, such a tech

nique might be used to establish unlmown laws or relationships. 

Most statistical textbooks treat the problem of linear multiple variable 

regression and of nonlinear regression of one independent variable. However, 

to study the complex problem of the optimization of transonic wind tunnel flows, 

a method capable of determining nonlinear regression of multiple independent 

variables is needed. By this means, an analytical representation of the experi

mental data is provided which can be used to optimize the wind tunnel flow. 
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Regression Analysis Technique Development 

The general procedure in regression analysis is to take partial derivatives 

of a specific model-dependent minimizing function. The set of equations obtained 

by setting these partial derivatives equal to zero are frequently referred to as 

the normal equations. If the normal equations are not transcendental in any of 

the unknown parameters, they can be solved by the usual algebraic methods. It 

is this situation which is of concern here. First consider the following model: 

y c = 
i 

+(b +b Z +b Z 2 + ... +b Z .p) 
20 21 2i 22 2i 2P 21 

where i = 1, 2 ... , nth set of data; P is the degree of polynomial; and N is the 

number of independent variables. 

For any given independent variable Z, the mean value is given by 

z = 
~ z. 

1 

n 
( A-2) 

Then, by adding and subtracting equal quantities in equation ( A-1), 

p 
namely, bNP ZN , equation ( A-1) can be rewritten as follows where the quan-

tities in parenthesis are identically equal to zero: 



y c = 
i 
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+ [b + b Z + (b Z - b Z ) + b Z 2 + (b Z 2 - b z 2) 
20 21 2i 21 2 21 2 22 2i 22 2 22 2 

{A-3) 

Regrouping equation ( A-3) yields 

c 
Y. = 

l 

{A-4) 
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For convenience, the following quantities which are now grouped in 

equation ( A-4) above are defined: 

, { A-5) 

zll. = z - z1 1i 
1 

z 2 - 2 z = - z 
12. 1i 1 

1 . 
. p - p 

zlP = z zl li 
1 

z = z2i z 
21. ~ {A-6) 1 

z2i 
2 - 2 

z - - z2 
22i . 

. p - p 
z = z2i z 

2P. 2 
1 

ZNli = z ZN Ni 

ZNi 
2 

ZN 
2 

ZN2. = 
1 . 

. p p 

ZNP. = ZNi ZN 
1 



so equation ( A-4) can now be written in the following form: 

y c = 
i 

b + (b z + b. z + .•• + b 1PzlP. ) 0 11 11. 12 12. 
1 1 1 

+(bz +bz + ..• + 
21 21. 22 22. 

1 1 

b z ) 
2P 2P. 

1 

The classical form of the least squares minimizing is 
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(A-7) 

( A-8) 

This result follows from the least squares principle that the best representation 

of the data is that which makes the sum of the squares of the residuals a mini-

mum. The condition which fulfills this requirement is that the partial derivatives 

of this function with respect to each of the unknowns be zero. Hence, the following 

normal equations for i = 1, 2, •.. , n are written: 

o Mf 
0 = a b0 

o Mf 
0 

o Mf 
0 

o Mf 
0 = = = a b11 a b21 o bNl 

. (A-9) 
o Mf 

=, 0 
a Mf 

0 
o Mf 

0 = = 
a b12 a b22 a bN2 

o Mf 
0 

o Mf 
0 

o Mf 
= = = 0 

o blP o b2P obNP 
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By suostituting equation ( A-7) into equation ( A-8) and taking the partial 

derivative of this result with respect to b O and setting it equal to zero as per 

equation (A-9), the following result is obtained: 

( A-10) 

Dividing equation ( A-10) by 2 and expanding yields 

( A-11) 

Now, by multiplying and dividing equation ( A-11) by n and recalling the re-

lation for mean values, the following results 
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( A-12) 

It is also noted that z 11 can be written in the following forms: 

= 
n 'n 

( A-13) 

where the right-hand relationship stems from equation ( A-6). Thus, it follows 

that 

= 
n 

= 0 ( A-14) 

Similar results may be obtained for - -
z21 ' z31 ' ZNl; 

L z2i n z 2 
0 ( A-15) z21 = = n n 

L z3i nz 
z 3 0 ( A-16) = = 

31 n n 

L ZNi n ZN 
0 ( A-17) z = = 

Nl n n 
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Now considering the terms in equation ( A-12) containing z2 and 
p 

z ' 

it is noted that 

~ z12i ~ zli 
2 - 2 - zl 

z12 = = n n 

zll 
2 - 2 2 - 2 

zln 
2 -2 

- z1 + z12 - zl + •.. + - zl 
= n 

~ zli 
2 - 2 n z 1 

0 (A-18) = = n n 

Similar results hold for - -
ZN2 and for z1p, z2P' z22 ' z32 ' 

z 
NP 

~ z2i 
2 - 2 nZ 

z 2 
0 ( A-19) = = 22 n n 

~ z. 
2 - 2 

n z 3 31 
0 ( A-20) z32 = = 

n n 

~ ZNi 
2 

n ZN 
2 

0 ( A-21) ZN2 = = n n 

~ 2 1i 

p -P 

zlP 

n z 1 
0 ( A-22) = = 

n n 

~ z2i 
p - p 

n z 2 
0 ( A-23) z2P = = 

n n 



\' z p 
Li Ni 

n 

- p 
n ZN 

n 
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= 0 ( A-24) 

Then, realizing that all the z terms in equation ( A-12) are equal to 

zero, equation ( A-12) can be written as 

= - n Y + n b0 = o, ( A-25) 

Hence, b0 can be determined from equation (A-25) as follows: 

( A-26) 

which when substituted into equation ( A-7) yields 

(A-27) 

The following quantity is now defined for the difference in the observed 

value of Y. and the mean value of the observed values: 
l 

y ( A-28) 
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To treat the remaining normal equations, equation ( A-28) is substituted 

into equation ( A-27). Then substituting this result in equation ( A-8) for the 

minimizing function and forming the partial derivatives called for in equation 

( A-9), which are identically equal to zero yields 

- z (b z + b z + .•. + b z ) 
11. 21 21. 22 22. 2P 2P. 

1 l 1 1 

- ... -

( A-29} 

= L [z 12iy1• - z (b z + b z 12. 11 11. 12 12. 
1 l l 

+ • · •• + 

-Z {b Z +b Z + ••• +b Z )J=O, 
12. ~ Nl Nl. N2 N2. NP NP. 

1 l l l 

( A-30) 

= L [zlPiY1. - z (b z + b z lP. 11 11. 12 12. 
l l 1 

+ ••• + b z ) lP lP. 
1 

_ z (b z + b z + . • • + b2pz2P. ) 
lP. 21 21. 22 22. 

l 1 l l 

- • • • - zlP. (bNlzNl. + bN2zN2. + • • • + bNPzNP.)] = O ' 
l l 1 I 

( A-31} 
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a Mf 

L [·2f1 - z (b z + b12zl2. blPzlP.) = + ••• + 
a b21 21. 11 11. 

1 1 1 1 

- z (b z + b z + ••• + b2Pz2P.) 21. 21 21. 22 22. 
1 1 1 1 

- z (b z + b z + ••• + b z ) J = 0, 
21. Nl Nl. N2 N2. NP NP. 

1 1 1 1 

( A-32) 

a Mf 

L [•22/1 - z (b z + bl2zl2. + ••. + blPzlP.) = 
a b22 22. 11 11. 

1 1 1 1 

- z (b z. + b22z22. + • • • + b2Pz2P.) 22. 21 21. 
1 1 1 1 

- ... - z ~ z +b z + ••• +b z )] = 0 
22. Nl Nl. N2 N2. NP NP. 

1 1 1 1 

(A-33) 

a Mf 

L[ •2P/i - z2P. (bllzll. + bl2zl2. + • • · + blPzlP.) --- = 
8b2P 1 1 1 1 

- z (b z 
2P. 21 21. 

1 1 

+ b z . + • . • + b Pz p ) 
22 22. 2 2 . 

1 1 

- ... - z2P. (bNlzNl. + bN2zN2. + " •• + bNPzNP) J = 0 
1 1 1 1 

( A-34) 
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- ''' - zNl. (bNlzNl. + bN2zN2. + ''' + bNPzNP.)l = O 
l l l l J 

( A-35) 

- z (b z + b z + ". + b z p ) N2. 21 21. 22 22. 2P 2 . 
l l l l 

- ... -

( A-36) 

( A-37) 

Regrouping equations ( A-29) through ( A-37) in a manner which suggests 

a matrix solution yields 
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( A-38) 

{ A-39) 

{ A-40) 
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I: (b z z + b z z + ••• + 
11 11. 21. 12 21. 12. 

l l l l 

b z z ) 
lP 21. lP. 

l l 

+(b z 2 + b z z + ••• + 
21 21. 22 21. 22. 

l. l l 

b z z ) 
2P 21. 2P. 

l l 

( A-41) 

I:(b z z +b z z + •.• +b z z) 
11 11. 22. 12 22. 12. lP 22. lP. 

l l 1 l 1 l 

+(b z z + b z 2 + .•• + b z z ) 
21 22. 21. 22 22. 2P 22. 2P. 

l 1 l l l 

(A-42) 

+(b z z + b z z + .•. + b2pz2p. _2 ) 
21 2P. 21. 22 2P. 22. 

l l l l l 

+ · •• +(bN1z2P.zNl. + b z z + ••• + b z z ) N2 2P. N2. NP 2P. NP. 
l l l l l l 

(A-43) 
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( A-44) 

+(b z z + b z' z + ••• + b z z ) 
21 N2. 21. 22 N2. 22. 2P N2. 2P. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

( A-45) 

( A-46) 

Inspection of equations ( A-38) through ( A-46) indicates the desirability 

of defining the following matrix quantities: 
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L z11. 
2 Lz z Lz z 11. 12. 11. lP. 

1 1 1 1 1 

s = Lz z L z12. 
2 L z12.z1P. 11 12. 11. 

1 1 1 1 1 

. . • 2 Lz z Lz z L zlP. ( A-47) 
lP. 11. lP. 12. 

1 1 1 1 1 

Lz z Lz z Lz z 
21. 11. 21. 12. 21. lP. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

s = Lz z Lz z Lz z 12 22. 11. 22. 12. 22. lP. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

. Lz. z L z • z Lz z ( A-48) 2P. 11. 2P. 12. 2P. lP. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

Lz z Lz z Lz z Nl. 11. Nl. 12. Nl. lP. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

s = L zN2.zll. Lz z Lz z Nl N2. 12. N2. lP. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

. . . 
I: z z Lz z I: zNP.zlP. (A-49) NP. 11. NP. 12. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
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~ zll.z21. ~ zll.z22. ~ zll.z2P. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

821 = ~z z ~z z ~ zl2.z2P. 12. 21. 12. 22. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

. . . 
~ z1P.z21. ~z z ~z z ( A-50) 

lP. 22. lP. 2P. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

~ z21. 
2 

~z z ~ z21.z2P. 21. 22. 
1 1 1 1 1 

822 
~z z ~ z22. 

2 
~z z = 

22. 21. 22. 2P. 
1 1 1 1 1 

~ z2;.z21. 

. . 
2 

~z z ~ z2P. ( A-51) 
2P. 22. 

1 1 1 1 1 

~z z ~z z ~z z Nl. 21. Nl. 22. Nl. 2P. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

8 = ~ ZN2.z21. ~z z ~z z 
N2 N2. 22. N2. 2P. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

. . . 
L zNP.z21. LZ z L z z ( A-52) 

NP. 22. NP. 2P. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
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L zll.zNl. ~ zll. zN2 LZ z 
11. NP. 

l l l i l l 

81N 
= LZ z Lz z LZ z 

12. Nl. 12. N2. 12i NPi 
l l l l 

LZ z LZ z L zlP zNP. {A-53) 
lP. Nl. lP. N2. 

l l l l i l 

LZ z LZ z LZ z 
21. Nl. 21. N2. 21. NP. 

l l l l l l 

82N 
= L z22.zN1. L z22.zN2. l z22.zNP. 

l l l l l l 

L z2P.zNl. LZ z L z2P.zNP. (A-54) 
2P. N2. 

l l l l l l 

L ZNl. 
2 

LZ z L ZNl.ZNP. Nl. N2. 
l l l l l 

s L z . z L ZN2. 
2 L ZN2 ZNP == 

NN N2. Nl. 
l l l l l 

l ZNP.zNl. L ZNP ZN2 l ZNP. 
2 

( A-55) 
l l l l l 

( A-56) 



B • 
2 

s 
ly 

= : z12 Y. . 1 
l 

: zlP Y. . l 
l 

. 
: z2P Y. . 1 

1 
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(A-57) 

( A-58) 

( A-59) 

( A-60) 



l zNl. Yi 
l 

SNy = l ZN2. Yi 
l 

. 
l ZNP. Yi 

l 

Hence, using equations ( A-47) through ( A-61), equations ( A-38) 

through ( A-46) can be written in matrix form as follows: 

or 

811 Bl + 812 B2 + ••. + 81N BN = 

821 Bl + 822 B2 + ••• + 

s B 
Nl 1 

+ s 
N2 

s 
N2 

B 

NP x NP 

2 
+ ••. + 

s 
NN 

82NBN = 

8NNBN = 

NP x 1 

sly 

s2y 

s 
Ny 

= s 
2y 

s 
Ny 

NP x 1 
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( A-61) 

( A-62) 

( A-63) 
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Then the matrix solution for the unknown constants in the transformed 

model equation ( A-27) is 

= 

s 
11 

s 
22 

-1 

s 
2y ( A-64) 

As noted by Graybill ( 37), there is an infinite number of solutions to 

such a relationship. However, only one such solution must be found to have a 

useful result. Also note that this solution to the quasi-linear multiple regression 

problem is a function of parameters such as the sum of the squares, cross

products and mean values similar to previously developed solutions for linear 

regression. In this case, one finds a more complex result with nested matrices, 

which becomes practical only in combination with digital computer techniques. 

A computer program has been developed to evaluate the unlmown constants 

in the model equation with the solution specified by equation ( A-64) ( 24). It is 

required in the application of this technique that the S matrix be nonsingular 

and that the input data are reasonably well-behaved. It is also required that 

n ~ NP. That is, the number of data points n must be equal to or greater than 

the number of unknown parameters in the model equation. 
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Significance of the Estimated Regression Equation 

To determine if the solution matrix is a useful representation of the in-

put data, it is also desirable to determine the standard deviation of the observed 

data with respect to the fitted equation and the average error. Furthermore, the 

multiple correlation coefficient and the F statistic ar~ of value in assessing the 

goodness of fit and, hence, the usefulness of the fitted model equation in estimat-

ing the observed phenomena. 

The significance of the estimated regression equation can be considered 

from the viewpoint of an analysis of variance as summarized below, where the 

total sum of squares is resolved into a component measuring the residual fitting 

error, and a component which measures the regression variation being tested. 

Analysis of Variance 

Degrees of Type Sum of Squares Mean Square F 
Freedom Variation (SS) (MS) Value 

n - 1 Total Syy = ~(Yi - Y)2 

2 

NP - 1 Residual S(RES) = ~(Yi - Yi C) M(RES) = S(RES) 
NP - 1 

c 2 M(REG} 
n- NP Regression S(REG) = ~(Yi - Y) M(REG) = S(REG) M(RES) 

n- NP 

where MS = SS/ degrees of freedom 

Syy = S(RES) + S(REG) 

Y = average of observed values 
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As noted by Smille ( 38) , the results of such an analysis of variance can be· used 

to test the combined effect of all of the independent variables on the dependent 

variable. That is, the hypothesis that all of the population regression coeffi-

cients in the model regression equation are zero can be tested since the ratio 

of the regression mean square to the residual mean square are distributed in an 

F distribution with n - NP numerator degrees of freedom and NP - 1 denom-

inator degrees of freedom as shown below: 

F = S{ REG) / n - NP 
S( RES) / NP - 1 

where it is assumed that the observations are selected at random from a 

( A-65) 

normally distributed population with zero mean and constant variance, that z1 , 

z2 , ••• Zn are independent variables following x2 distributions, and that 

only random errors are associated with the observations. 

The F ratio calculated from equation ( A-65) can be used to test the 

statistical significance of the regression equation under consideration by com-

paring it with the appropriate F bl value at the desired probability level with 
ta e 

n - NP numerator degrees of freedom and NP - 1 denominator degrees of free-

dom. That is, the following test of the null hypothesis may be performed: 

accept when F > F 
c table 

reject when F < F 
c table 
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Since the regression equations under consideration have generally yielded 

large F values somewhat beyond the range of most F tables, it is of interest to 

determine the significance level and probability value when F calculated is sub-

stituted into the analytical F distribution function used to calculate the F table 

( i. e. , F = F bl ) . As noted by Abromowitz and Segun ( 39) , the probability 
c ~ e . 

value can be obtained by evaluating the integral of the F distribution density 

function as follows for F ::::: 0 : 

F %(v1-2)( -%(v1+v2) 
~ t V 2 + V l t) dt, 

( A-66) 

where 

r is the gamma integral function, V 1 is the numerator degrees of freedom, 

and V is the denominator degrees of freedom. It follows that the significance 
2 

level is 

Q = 1 - P( F) ( A-67) 

Another useful parameter in testing the significance of the regression 

equation is the standard deviation which is estimated by 
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[ ( c)z]% 
s = ~ Yi - Yi = 

n- NP - 1 
[ S{RES) ] % 
n- NP- 1 

(A-68) 

Previously, the analysis of variance technique was used to test the com-

bined effect of the independent variables on the dependent variable using the F 

statistic. A closely related statistic is the multiple correlation coefficient R. 

Smille ( 38) defines this statistic as the simple correlation coefficient between 

the observed values of the dependent variable and those values estimated by the 

multiple regression function as given by 

R = [ S( RES) ] % 
sYY 

( A-69) 

If the observed and estimated values are completely unrelated, R will be zero 

and, if they are identical, the multiple correlation coefficient will .be unity. 

Values in between these limits represent different degrees of correlation or the 

closeness within which the regression equation describes the original data. 

Also of interest is the average of the absolute values of the percent error 

of the dependent variable considering each fitted observation: 

c 
Y. - Y. 

1 1 

Y. 
1 

x 100 ( A-70) 

During this calculation, the maximum absolute error condition can be determined 

for evaluation purposes. 
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Summary 

A powerful quasi-linear multiple regression technique has been developed 

with which the nonlinear behavior of identified independent variables can be 

related to a given dependent variable, The polynomial expression can be of Pth 

degree and can incorporate N independent variables. The resulting surface fit 

can be used to summarize trends for a given phenomenon, and the analytic 

results can be used to seek information concerning optimum values on a mathe

matical basis. 

To implement this technique, a computer program has been developed to 

evaluate the various constants in the model regression equation, the standard 

deviation, the multiple correlation coefficient, the F statistic, the maximum 

absolute percent error, and the average of the absolute values of the percent 

error ( 24). Furthermore, included in the program is the solution for the 

identity matrix to identify any problems in the original matrix inversion process 

and a means of obtaining machine plots comparing the computer results to each 

set of input data. 
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